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PREFACE
There is only one way.. Every man or woman who hasn't inherited a
prideful tradition must start building one. In this great country,
where our wonderful freedom allows us to make an individual contribution, we must make it a good contribution,. No matter what sort of
work a man does, if he gives it his best each day, he's starting a
tradition for his children to live up to. And he's staking lots of
happiness for himself.
If you have Inherited a prideful tradition, you must carry it
on; if you haven't, then start building one now.
1

In the writings of mankind there are far more biographies of
men than of women. In the histories of the lives of Utah's pioneers
the biographical accounts of the pioneer men far outnumber those of
pioneer women. Few of these men have been successful without the help
of a woman, be she wife or mother, or both. This thesis concerns itself
with one of these unsung help-mates.
The events of a wife's life are so interwoven with the events
of her husband's life that to write about one must necessitate writing
about the other. This writing attempts to maintain the account from
the woman's point of view-. This is the story of a valiant pioneer
woman, my grandmother. She is my "prideful tradition."

Lois Mattox Miller, "The Light in the Window," Readers's
Digest (July, 1948), page 1-3.
ill

The writer wishes to acknowledge the wisdom and understanding
attended her during her graduate studies by the professors of her
classes, by Hattie M. Knight and especially by Dr. Parley A. Christensen.
My special thanks, whose even-balanced soul,
From first youth tested up to . . . old age,
Business could not make dull, nor Passion wild:
Who saw life steadily and saw it whole.1
The following people have been helpful in the collection of
materials, Mrs. Rae Parkinson Smuin, Mrs. Estella Nash Wright, Mrs.

Elva Parkinson Kelly, and Mrs. Eda Parkinson Anderson.
to Mrs. Nancy Baber Aldridge goes a special thank you for hours
of typing. Last but not least, my family deserves gratitude for
bridging the spots where I failed at home.

'Arnold, Matthew, Sonnet J

t
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To a Friend.
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CHAPTERi

Nellie Parkinson, CACHEVALLeyPioneer
(1863-1949)

this Is the story of Ellen (Nellie) LaneNashParkinson, who

the city of St. Louis. Missouri. She was the second child in the
family. She had a brother William five years her senior.
Whan Ellen was eight months old. her mother, who was than
twenty-two years of age, died from the effects of "spotted fever."
the record at the Bellfontaine Cemetery in St. Louis reads;
Virginia lane, bom Louisville, Kentucky, died of spotted fever.
November 13, 1863. Age about twenty-two years. Burled November 14,
1863 in plot S, old section. Wife of Charles Alonzo Lane.
1

foreman at Maloney and Tilton Distillery, which was located on the
southwest corner of Main and Poplar Streets In St. Louis.2
The Lanes were fairly well-off. one would judge from the
expensive clothes and jewelry which the baby was given. Family legend
relates that a French maid was hired to care forNellieduring her
Records of Burials 1863. Bellfontaine Cemetery, St. Louis,

Missouri.
2This information is deducted by combining the facts recorded
in the Business Directory of St. Louis for 1860 andthemeagerfacts
gleaned from the family of Nellie Parkinson.
I

2
mothers- illnsss. A "likeness" Taken of ellen when sis was six
MONTH'S

old shows her dressed in a black silk dress with white

eyelet embroidered petticoat, little black patent leather strap
ears.
When the mother died the father was faced with the problem
of the baby's immediate care. A Mr. and Mrs. Nash were recommended
to Mr. Lane as possible guardians for the baby. The Nashes were
contacted and they agreed to care for Ellen.
The record is indefinite as to the exact date of Ellen lane's
arrival at the home of Isaac Bartlett Nash, his wife Hester Elvira
Poole Nash, years later, told Ellen that between November 1863 and
the next May, 1864Mr. Lane made numerous trips to visit Ellen at the
Nash home. on theseoccasions Mr. Lanebrought gifts of clothes and
Jewelry to the baby.
Ellen was an exceptionally lovely child. She had dark hair,
black dancing eyes, and was alert and friendly. TheNashessoon
learned to love her dearly, They asked Ellen's father to allow
them to adopt the baby. Alonzo Lane was not willing to give up his
baby, bat circumstances w e r ebroughtto bear on his decision. Lane
was desirous of returning to Ohio to his people. Alonzo thought it
might be possible to travel in these precarious Civil war times with
the six year old William, but ha did net dare to take with him the
young bottle-fed Elian. He intsndad to return for her later.
the Nashes insisted that legaladoptionpapers be filled out
if they were to keep the baby. After walking the floor most of the

1
might with Bllem inhisarms,Alonzogave his consent to the adoption.

to see the baby and that aha was to know him as her father.

and legally recorded. Their content follows:
This Dead of Adoption made and entered into this the 13th day
of May A.D., 1864, by and between Isaac B. Nash and Hester Elvira
lash his wife, of the county of St. Louis and the State of Missouri,
parties of thus first, and Ellen Elvira Lana, an infant, born on the
15th day of February, 1863, age about fifteen Months daughter of
Alonzo Lane, with the written consent of the saidAlonzoLane,
father of saidEllenElvira lane, which written consent is
evidenced by his signature hereto, witaesssth that the said Isaac
B. Nash and Hester ElviraNash,his wife, do by these presnet
adapt as their, true and lawful hair and the heir of each of them,
the said Ellen Lane with all the rights, privileges, and immunities
of, in, andbelonging to an heir of the bodies of said Isaac 1.
lash and Hester Elvira Nash. And the saidAlonzoLane, father
of Elian Lane, hereby consents to the adoption ofhissaid child,
Ellen by saidNashand wife, and hereby relinquishes to than and
each of them, all the authority and control he possesses over
said child Ellen by reason of his parentage or otherwise. And
the said lash and his wife, have authority to have tile name of
EllenElviraLanechanged toellenElvira Nash,
Witness over hands and seals this 13th day of Say, 1864.
Isaac B. Nash(seal)
Hester E. Nash(seal)
Alonzo Lane(seal)
State of Missouri
County of st. Louis Be it remembered that on this the 13th day
of May, 1864, we the undersigned, a Notary Public within and
for the county and State aforesaid, personally appeared Isaac B.
Nash, and Hester ElviraNash,his wife, and Lane, who are personally
known, to as to be the some persons whose names are subscribed to
the foregoing instrument of writing as parties thereto and severally
acknowledge the same to be their act and deed for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned; and that, the said, Hester Elvira Nash
having been by mefirst made fully acquinted with the contents
of the foregoing Instrument of writing acknowleged on an
examination apart from her said husband that she executed the same
freely -and without compulsion and undue influence of her said
husband. -
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The Testimony whereof I bars hereunto set my hand and a f f i x e d
my National Seal at office in St. Louis this the 13thday of May,
Sam'l N. Holliday
Notary Public
St. Louis County Missouri
State of Missouri
County of St. Louis. I, the undersigned recorder for said County,
City, that the foregoing instrument was filed for record in my
office May 13, 1864 and is duly recorded in Book 289.1. Witness
A.C. Bernowly Recorder
(or Bennruly)1
no further account of Charles Alonzo LaneandhissonWilliam
isknown,except a report of a visitAlonzomads in the fall of 1864

Ellen. He found that theNasheshad moved and that their destination
was not known. The Kershaws, although theyknewthat theNasheshad
gone to Utah, felt that they did not have the right to give Alonzo

them what to do incaseMr.lanereturned. TheNashesreplied that

Lane never returned to the Kershaw's home.
Tears later one of the Parkinson grandchildren recalls being
told by Elvira that there appeared in at journal published in Salt Lake
City a personal message appealing to anyone who knew tho whereabouts of
Ellen Lane Nash to notifyAlonzoLane at a given address. Elvira saw
1taken from the handwritten original adoption papers found among
Ellen LaneNashParkinson's private papers. The signature of the
recorder is nut entirely legible.

i
this notice and threw the Journal away in an out house. She was later
sorry for her hasty action, out she was motivated at the time by the

A review of soma of the events in the lives of Isaac and
ElviraNashis needed to explain their sudden departure from St. Louis
to Utah.
TheNasheshad bean married in Salt Late City in 1852. In

Isaac's mother and father to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Brigham Young heard of their intended trip and called them
to fulfill an added mission en routs to Wales.
the Mountain Meadow Massacre had occurred two years previous
to this time. The orphaned children surviving this massacre were to
be sent to their relatives in Arkansas, TheNasheswere ask by
Brigham Young to care for these Children on the journey from Salt

Lake

City to Ft. Leavenworth. There ware thirteen children in the group
put under 'the Nash's care. The children wars delivered to the Indian
Agent at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas Territory, without incident.
At the fort theNashesreceived a latter from relatives in
Vales stating that Isaac's parents had died within a few days of
each other. TheNashestherefore gave up their plans to go to Wales
but continued on to St. Louis until new plans could be made.
In1859St. Louis was the out post of western civilization.
It was the knot tying the East to the West, the North to the South.
Ray Parkinson Smuim, daughter of Nellie, wrote this account
in a personal letter to the writer.

6

Going west, transportation by train (the railroad reached St. Louis
in 1857) or steam boat had to be replaced at St. Louis by wagon or
horseback, the river steam boats brought the majority of the west
bound travellers to St. Louis. Travel by boat was cheaper than by
1

rail.

Isaac was a blacksmith by trade. lew Mormon converts
emigrating to Utah needed his skill in getting their "fit-outs" (wagons
and supplies) ready for crossing the plains to Utah. To give this
help to the Mormon converts, theNashesremained in St. Louis for over
five years.
In 1861 the Civil War began. The citizens of St. Louis were
torn in their sympathies between the North and the South. Isaac found
many of his good friends and customers among the farmers and slave
owners. His personal sympathies leaned toward the South.
The governor of Missouri. Claiborne Jackson, fled South and
Missouri was put under martial law. During the period of martial law
Isaac was arrested and imprisoned three times for his Southern
sympathies, He was released each time through the intervention of the
British Consul. Isaac was not an American citizen but a British
subject.
There were many evidences that theNashesplanned during the
spring of 1864 to return to btah. The prison experiences had not
1St. Louis, A. Fond Look Back, Compiled under the patronage of
the First National Bank of St. Louis on the occasion of the one hundredth
anniversary of the founding of its predecessors, the Southern bank and
Mechanics Bank in 1956. Text: Martin Quigley; Design; Peter Geist;
Research: Majory Douglas and Ruth S. Jacobson; Direction: Charles
van Ravenswaay (St. Louis Director. Missouri Historical Society).
1956, unpaged.
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endeared St. Louis to them. The advancing railroadwassoonto make
wagon travel to Utah unnecessary. Isaac's blacksmith services to
St.Louiswere therefore not now as essential to the emigration of
Mormon converts as they had been. Elvira's brother, Peter Poole, had
written to the Nashes to glowing terms of Use possibilities in Cache
valley. Utah Territory.
The reason that theNashesdid not inform Ellen's father,
Alanzo Lane, of their intentions to go west can be surmised. They
loved the baby Ellen dearly and did not want to give her up. TheY
had adopted her in May of 1864, and started West in the first part
of June 1864.
Isaac lash gives an account of the trip to Salt lake City in
his autobiography:
A brother in St. Louis by thenameof Dunford. a boot and shoe
merchant with a large store on Broadway, found that I was about
to go to Salt Lake City and sent for me.
Be made a proposition to me that If i would go withhimand
take charge of his outfit, he would take my wife and 1 to Salt Lake
City free. I agreed and we soon started.
In Wyoming he [Dunford] left everything in my charge, consisting
of eight wagons loaded with hats, boots, shoes and provisions, and
a spring wagon for himself and family. He furnished the money. I
hired the teamsters and had charge of everything while they passed
as passengers to the valley. [Most of the teamsters Isaac hired
were Mormons on their way west.}
In Wyoming a good many joined us who ware going to Salt Lake
and in a few days we ware organised as a company to travel across
I was appointed sergeant of the guard. Everything want
pleasantly until we ware about half way through our journey when
Mr. Dunford began to find fault with ma saying that I did not
attend to his business solely as he had hired ma to do. but
Instead, I had divided my attention in looking after the welfare
of the Mormons and others who formed most of the company.

8
At last, within a few days drive of Asa Hollow, he got vary
wrathy with me saying that he would not go on any father and
that I could quit as he had no more use for me.
I threw my little whip on the ground, saying that if that was
what he wanted, I would quit. When the teamsters saw what I had
done, they also threw down their whips. This was about noon.
He and his wife drove the teams intocampwhere a meeting was
called. Mr. Dunford made his grievances known saying that he did
not hire me to do anything but his bidding and did not want me
to act as sergeant of the guard.
Finally, Dr. Henton, one of the company, made a motion that
l.B. lash be sergeant of the guard until we reached Salt Lake City.
The vote was carried.
All voted except Dunford who acted as a crazy man. However,
he was at last coaxed to go on.
Everything seemed to be going smoothly until we came to
Ash Hollow. There, upon a bench about a mile from where we camped,
a company of soldiers were stationed. Early in the morning,
Bunford went to the soldiers camp.
1

Upon his return he told us that he had decided not to go any
farther and that we, his teamsters, vers discharged. He told me
to bring the accounts of the teamsters and he would pay them off.
We were in a bad fix. thrown out on the plains with no way
to go to the valley.
A meeting was called by the leading men of the company and
it was agreed that we should be divided among the company and
taken to Salt Lake City. They told me to get provisions as pay
for the teamsters, but upon explaining the situation to Mr. Dunford
and asking for the pay in the form of provisions such as flour,
bacon, dried fruit, etc., of which he had plenty, he refused flatly
saying that we could take out pay In legal currency or not at all.
I pleaded with him, but in vain. He had the advantage of
us, as he had the soldiers back of him. I did not know what to
do. I turned to some of the teamsters who stood near by and told
them to cheer up, that we would get provisions some way. As I
turned away, Mr. Dunford drew a revolver and said that if I touched
anything that belonged to him, ha would shoot me down. 1 told
him that was a game that two could play at. He jumped before me,
pointing a revolver in my face. It was cocked and his finger was
on the trigger when a man by the name of Sail jumped and grabbed
the revolver away from Dunford who cried out to his son Henry to
run to his carriage and bring another revolver. As Henry was
returning to his father a man who was sitting by the camp fire

s

knocked the revolver from his hand with a stick of wood. Soon
after tftat, Bunford moved to the soldiers' camp
started
on our way. Brother Blingbrook and my wife went with Mr. Hall.
The teamsters wars divided among the company.
After much trouble, we arrived in Salt ,Lake City, stayed a
few days and then want to Franklin with ay wife's brother, a
brother from Franklin by thenameof William Rogers. Brother
L.L. Hatch, Bishop of Franklin, and Brother Jamas Packer. They
had heard through my wife's brother, Peter Poole, that I was a
choir leader and they needed me in that capacity vary much. We
arrived in Franklin in October 1864.1
Nellie was eighteen months old when she was taken on this trip
across the plains. She rsmsmbsrsd years later only one incident of
the trek, She remembered beingh e l dbetween her mother's.teststo be
warmed la front of a big campfire.

%gtobioyaphy of Isaac B, fash, unpublished, unpaged.

ChapterII
FRANKLIN, IDAHO

Isaac's blacksmith tools represented the major material wealth
with which theNashesleft St. Louis. Bevertheless they did mot fo
West to seek a fortune. They gladly turned from a wall settled city to
pioneer new land in Cache Valley in order to find religious and
political freedom. When they arrived in the small three year old
settlement of Franklin, they were greeted joyously by Elvira's mother.
Mary Cramer Pooles a sister. Elisabeth (Lisey) Poole; and a brother.
Peter Poole. Peter had built a one room log cabin in the Franklin Fort.
The cabin had a dirt floor, a dirt roof, an adobe and rock fireplace,
and no opening for light except the two doors. One door opened inside
the fort, the other outside. This cabin was shared by theNashesand
the Pooles.
The franklin fort consisted of four rows of cabins built close
together around the perimeter of a square. At each corner an opening
was left between the cabins through which wagons and cattle could be
driven into the center of tits fort for protection.
1

The Pooles cabin was on the south side of the fort. It was
built next door to a two-roomed cabin belonging to Samuel Rose Parkinson.
Mr. Parkinson kept a small supplies store in one room and M s family
lived in the other room. His son William Chandler, who was nine years
old In 1864, was in later years to become ellen's husband. Inside the
11
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fort Isaac built a small shack and set up his blacksmith forge.
On the north side of the fort was a, cabin belonging to the
widow Martha Howland and her three daughters. One of these daughters.
also named Martha, was later to become Isaac's second wife. Next door
to the Howland's cabin lived Thomas Smart and his family. Two of his
daughters, Maria and Charlotte, became the second and third wives of
Samuel Rose Parkinson.1
The Battle Creek Massacre of 1863 ended the serious threat of
2

Indian attacks in the Valley.

A man or family had to guard against

being found alone in the canyons or fields by wandering Indian tribes,
but there were no more major Indian encounters. By 1867 some of the
bravest settlers began to move out of the fort onto their own land.
Isaac's family was among the first to move out of the fort. Land was
assigned to each settler by the drawing of lots.
A log school house built in the center of the fort had a dirt
floor and sod roof. It served as school, church and social center.
Fresh straw was put on the floor each Saturday in preparation for the
Sunday meetings. The three windows of the building were considered a
marvel for the times. They consisted of twelve 8 by 8 inch panes of
glass that had been hauled by wagon freight from St. Louis. A large
sandstone fireplace gave out heat, but, when it rained, school or church
A list of the remaining residents of the fort Is given in
The Trail Blazer, History of the Development of Southeastern Idaho
(Franklin, Idaho. Daughters of the Pioneers, 1930}.
2

An account of the Battle Creek Massacre was found among Nellie
Parkinson's personal papers in a newspaper story written by a Mr.
William Hull who was an eye witness to the battle. The clipping
revealed neither the date of publication nor newspaper in which It was
published.
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had to be dismissed as the dirt roof was not waterproof.
In 18SS a rook school home was begun. It was finished in two
years. This strong building was twenty-five fast wide by forty feet
long and had a split shingle roof. It served the town until 1898. when
a brick school was built. This same rock structure forms part of the
present Franklin Latter-day Saints Meeting House. Lumber for His
building as well as many of the log cabin homes had to be hauled by
wagon from Bear Lake, which was some fifty miles away.
Nellie1 did not attend the log cabin school, but William
Chandler Parkinson received most of his elementary education under the
leaky roof. Nellie learned to read in the rock school house. The
teaching at this school must have been successful becauseNellieread

Nellie remembered one incident in particular about her primer
days. She was very fond of her teacher. Hiss Fancher, and usually
walked to school each day holding her hand. Past the school flowed an
irrigation ditch. During recess Hiss Fancher encouraged the children to
make a game of joining hands in a line and shooing the hordes of
grasshoppers into the ditch. One day Nellie, in her efforts to help,
accidentally pushed a classmate's sunbonnet into the stream. She
Quickly recovered the wet hat and told the owner she was sorry. An
apology did not satisfy the bonnet owner. She threatened to tell Miss
Fancher. Bailie, in desperation, offered the girl the hard boiled egg
from her lunch. Nellie's lunch consisted of a slice of bread and a hard
1Ellen was calledNelliein Franklin. This change of name was
perhaps because of the alliteration withNashand perhaps because
pioneer speech leaned toward nicknames.
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boiled egg, but eggs wars at a premium la Franklin. Miss Fancher was
mot told of the incident that day. the next day thethreatwas renewed
until an

egg

again paid in forfeit. this blackmail continued

throughout the term. Nellie had to live on brand alone.
Ellen remembered little about her own life while living in the
fort. She did remember many of the stories that shewastold about
these first years in the valley one story concerned the "buttermilk
11

War.

In the fall of1860the men were one day in the field harvesting

the crops. Only William Gardner and a few young boys were left at home
to protect the w o m e nandchildren

a number of redskins dresssed In war

paint came whooping and riding fast toward the half-finished fort. Mr.
Garner told the women to slickly bring him all the buttermilk that they
had. He hurried to the opcning between the log houses to meet the fast
approaching Indians. As he ran ho called to two of the older boys to
r i d e as fast as they could to the fields about four miles away and warn

the man.
The fourIndiansrode- up fast to Brother Garner and reared their
horses over his head as they came to a stop. Stay then rods around and
around him. he stood erect without moving until the frightened women
wars seen coming with their pitchers of buttermilk. Be took a pitcher
from the first woman who dared to corns to him and attended it toward the
Indians asking' them to get down off of their horses and to have a cool
drink for they must be hot and tired, m e Indians had tasted buttermilk
before. They admired brother Garnar's calm courage and did as they were
invited to do. Forty minutes later the mencame riding pell-mell toward
the fort from the fields. They saw the Indians riding slowly away

laughing and brandishing pitchers of buttermilk.1
Nellie did remember sat records the following Indian incidents
I can remember dimly Indian troubles and the fear we felt towards
them. One old lame Indian, Catuse. used a crutch with which he heat
his very nice wife. One night the hid in our house. The Indians
too few to protest and risk a nIndian war. 1 can remember that the
mem stood guard all night for fear the Indians might come and
massacre the settlers,2
WhanNelliewasfive she went to Salt Lake City. The trip had a
two-fold purpose. Nellie was to have her tonsils removed and Isaac was
to marry a second wife. Nellie recalled later very little about the
tonsilectomy swept the bad tasting mouth wash that she was required to
use. The plural marriage, changed the lives of Slvira. Isaac and. Nellie.
The incidents and some of the thimking that proceeded this
polygamous marriage have bean related in many family conversations.
Briefly the story is that Elvira had long regretted the fact that she
could not have children of her own. She lovedNelliedearly but she
feared that Isaac was being deprived of the promised blessings of
Abraham. Elvira read the story of Hagar in Genesis. Chapter 16. She
read in the Book of Abraham in the pearl of Great price, Chapter 2,
verse 11, that the "seed" referred to in Osmesis was "the literal seed
or the seed of the body." She also read and reread section 132 of the
Doctrine and Covenants,Generalchurch Authorities spoke many times
concerning the principle of Celestial Carriage and the plurality of
wives. After much thought and prayer Elvira expressed her thinking to
1Thls story is based on one told in Tha Trmil Blsssr and the
account told to Nellie by her uncle. Peter Poole.
Unpage

of Ellen lash J)Pkinson written teinf 1939.
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Isaac. He too, had considered the idea of taking another wife, but had
not selected anyone. Be was happy that Elvira had accepted the principle
of plural marriage. Together they considered -the possibilities among
their acquaintances. Martha Howland was sixteen in 1868. She was quiet,
wholasome, and not unattractive. Elvira and Isaac decided Martha would
be a fine choice. Together they want to the Widow Howland's horns and
before mother and daughter made their proposal. Elvira was the spokes.

and the church authorities and accepted the marriage offer.
After the marriage ceremony, which Elvira witnessed, she remained
for two weeks in Salt Lake City withNellie.Isaac and Martha returned
to Franklin
Nellie records in her autobiography a few fragmentary incidents
that she remembered from her early childhood.
Father caught wonderful trout and when there were more than we
could sat, mother salted and dried them for later on.
1

One of my earliest memories was of watching a play. Father warn a
leader in dramatics and wrote and staged plays. Bother also acted on
the stage. my first recollection of a flay was one named «Blacklock.
Mrs. Fox, a dear friend, was playing a part and during the act she
was supposed to bo shot ami killed. I had bean kept in the audience
by a friend of the family. The dramatic effect of Mrs. Fox's stags
death was spoiled by my crying out, 'oh, oh. theyhavekilled Aunty
Fox.
1

My first recollection of death was the death of Mr. Lee an old
pioneer of franklin and a fine man. Mother took me to see him after
giving me careful instructions to be vary quiet. As I neared the
house I saw the dead man's son, William James, who was a little site
X

This art Elvira had learned as a girl on Prince edward Island
where they had salted down barrels of codfish and herring for winter use
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than I, perched on the fence. He shouted, 'Our father's dead and
yours ain't.' needless to say that after all the coaching I had had
in behavior this was a shock and so the incident stands out in my
This hoy later became my first beau and a gallant cavalier he was
too. Sometimes the two of us want to visit my Uncle Biter Fools in
Dayton. On one such trip this boy was accidentally shot through the
chest and I watched him die. He was about thirteen and I was eleven.

Acrossed the street from ourhomewas an old empty blacksmith
shop. A girl friend of mine, Harriet Oliverson, would insist that I
walk part way home with her after dark. As we passed this particular
old building she would tall me terrible stories. This instilled in
me such fear that even now I dare mot enter an empty house alone at
night.1
The following story of Nellie's copper shoes is usually told in
the Parkinson family whenever the subject of children's shoes is
discussed.Nellieneeded new shoes too often, her father thought.
Accordingly when ha saw a pair of good heavy shoes with shiny copper toss

After her first day at school, unkind remarks and queries from her
friends madeNelliedetest the shoes. Once they were bought and worn
she knew that she was doomed to wear them no matter what was said,
Nellie found all the gravelly spots in the road on the way to and from
school each day and drug the toes of those shoes with all her might.
Observing the breaks in the copper, father Isaac concluded that coppertoed shoes did not last any longer than the conventional kind. Soon
Nellie had a pair of shoes like the ones worn by the other nine year olds.
She did feel a twinge of conscience, though, whan she remembered how she

'Autobiography of EllenNashParkinson, 1939, unpaged, unpublished.
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One day when Nellie was sixy e a r sold she was playing with a
neighborhood child about ayearolder than herself. In a fit of anger
tha boy shouted, "Ya! Ya! Nellie, you don't havenomaand pa. You
Nellie retorted, "I do so."
"My ma told me you was 'dopted and didn'thaveno real ma and pa.
sothere!"taunted the boy.
"You know that you are saying a lie, smarty, and old Sagawichie
will come and take you, my papa, is the blacksmith and you know my mama
gave you that slice of bread that you are eating," Nellie answered.
"my ma said that you was 'dopted and my ma.don'ttell me lies.
So you are 'dopted.Nellie,where did you live when you 'didn't have no
ma and pa?"
But the words and their moaning came home toNellie.the
brilliant sunshine dimmed into a dark cloud of doubt and fear. She ran
home. Mama, she thought, would make all of this right. Then she told
Elvira what the boy had said and asked her to say that it was not true,
Elvira had the courage to take the six year oldNellieon her lap and
t e l l her the story of her birth and parentage. She ended the story with
the comforting thought that most mothers had to take whatever children
the Lord sent to them. Some were not very good or very beautiful
children. She and papa had adapted Nelliebecause they had wanted her
and loved her very, very much.
when Martha Howland Nash's second baby, Isaac Henry, was born,
Isaac built a log room with alean-tooforE l v i r aand Nellie. This
small house, located several blockscloserto the center of the town
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than the original form house,wasNellie's home until she was married.
Martha's first son, Andrew, came to live with Elvira, and grow
up in her home as Nellie'sownbrother. In later life hewroteof
Elvira these sentiments and read them at a family gathering:
I am happy today to pay tribute to the life of one who has
meant so much to me. Mothers have many children but not many
children have more than one mother. I, however, was blessed with
two fine and noble mothers.
Aunt Vie, as we called her. was deprived of the privilege of
motherhood. I was the eldest child of my mother and when her
second Childcame, Aunt Via, out of the largeness of her heart and
the desire to help mother, assumed the responsibility of my care and
she was indeed to me a mother, loving and kind, patient and understanding and most unselfish. Had I followed the worthy example she
set for me mylifewould have been beyond reproach. Her honesty of
purpose, her loyalty to her husband and to my mother's family, her
devotion to her Church and its teachings, have always been an
inspiration to me. Through all of my youth she gave me strength
for my weakness; courage for my trials.
She was loyal when others failed and she was true to me u n d e r
I am sure she prayed for me all the days whether they ware filled
with sunshine or shadows. She had a true mother's heart. God bless
her

memory. 1

Nellie was the oldest of the Nash children and was given the
responsibilities of an oldest child.M a r t h ahad a new baby almost every
other year until she had had tan children. NellieandElvira helped in
Martha's home or Grandma Poole's home whenever they were needed.
Nellie had reason to remember har baptism when she was eight
years old. Her birthday was in February. The ice on the Cub River
had to be broken for the performance of the ordinance.
When she was eleven years old,Nelliewas given the responsibility
of going to the meeting house before Relief Society Meeting and building
Written by Andrew B. Nash for presentation at a Nash family
reunion. A copy was found among Nellie's private papers.
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a fire. At first she made the fire in an open fireplace, butlateron,
an ornate pot-bellied stove was purchased.

Nellie would sweep out the

hall, dust, and arrange the benches while the firewaswarming the hall.

Utah the sisters arrived, everything would be ready for the meeting. By
the time she was thirteen, she was made assistant Relief Society
secretary for the ward and also given a Sunday School class to teach.
During her early childhoodNelliewas taught by herfatherto
recite in public, the elocutionist was much admired in the pioneer
community. Nellie also took part in many local stags plays. One play.
entitled "The Gypsy," was written by Isaac with the thirteen year old
Nellie in mind as the leading lady. The part suited the vivacious fun
loving Nellie, who, likethe gypsy in the play, was often up to tricks
but quickly touched by the problems of the less fortunate.
An admiring member of the audience during the presentation of
this play was twenty-one year old William C. Parkinson. He remarked to
his friends as he watchedNellieperform,"there'sthe girlI'mgoing to
marry." The friends reminded William thatNelliewas just a child.
William murmured, "Time will take care of that."
Family stories recount thatNelliewas expected by her mother to
act the part of a lady no matter how much her spirits bubbled. Elvira
was herself reserved and gentle. Nevertheless,Nellie'senthusiasm and
gaiety always made her a popular member of all the young folks'
activities. She took part in sleigh riding parties, ward dances and
socials of many varieties, There were quilting bees, singing practices,
Carpet rag cutting sessions, wedding parties, and endless ward suppers.
In the lates u m m e rberrypickingswere often combined withwood hauling
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excursions up Oxkiller Canyon southeast of Franklin. All of the young
people In the town would go along. The girls would pick choke cherries
and service berries while the men cut and loaded wood onto the wagons.
Each girl would bring along a lunch to share with her favorite young
man. In the evening the men would drive their teams and walk the girls
home along side of the loaded wagons. In August of 1876 on one of these
long moonlit walks home, William asked Nellie to be his wife.
The character descriptions of William and Nellie given by surviving contemporaries leave the impression that these young people were
outstanding in the community. Estella Nash Wright, Nellie's oldest
half sister says,
Nellie was the town 'belle.' She was small and slender, had
black hair and was full of energy. She could have had her pick of
the young men of Franklin. She was a good girl but full of fun. We
all loved Nellie. I always admired William, too. He wasn't as
stand-offish as the rest of the Parkinsons. He was a big man and
good looking. He carried himself real proud like the Parkinsons all
did though.
1

The Nashes and the Parkinsons approved of the marriage of
William and Nellie. The two families had a deep respect and admiration
for one another.
William had grown up in the same small town with Nellie. They
had known each other since they could first remember, but the difference
of eight years in their ages had, until now, made them rather indifferent
to one another. William was bom in Kaysville, Utah. He and his family
arrived at Franklin with the first settlers in 1860. William was then
five years old. Nellie came to Franklin with her parents in 1864, at the
^Quoted from a tape recorded interview with Estella Nash
Wright taken August, 1950.

age of nineteen months.
The berry pickings, church entertainments, sleigh rides, long
walks and house parties that were a part of William and Nellie's courtship are not all recorded. William tells in his diary of two parties

thatNelliewas at either one.
21st of Jan., 1 8 7 8 .I went to party up to Brother Lowes last
evening and also to one in the school house and I enjoyed myself
very well. I have been writing nearly all day for the store.1
Samuel Rose Parkinson managed a Co-op Store and was also part
owner of the saw mill. William helped in both businesses.
William's diary for 1878 does not mention Nellie until the day
of their wedding.
In -the spring of" 1878 I worked at Logan floating ties down the
Logan River for the benefit of the temple, for one month, than I
came home and helped the boys to put a crop of grain in for father.
During the summer I spent most all of my time hauling lumber and
posts to fence a quarter section of land [at Whitney] for myself
which, with the help of my brother George. I nearly enclosed on the
north side of Maple Creek. We worked at this till haying time then
we gathered in the hay harvest which was averylarge one.
About the 1st of October. George and I want to Salt Lake City to
a good time and returned home about the 12th of October, then I
hauled lumber from the mill for a week or two and wood from the
canyon.
About November 15th I commenced to build me a house and to
prepare for getting married, [No mention even here is made of
On the 6th of December Ellen Nash, myself. Robert Lowe, and
Mary Doney, Charles Hobbs, and Ida Purnell. George Wright, and Ella
Foster, and Joseph Backer and Celia Perkins started for Salt lake
City to get married.
We arrived there on the 11th, got married on the 12th, and
started home on the 13th.
2

1Diary of W. C. Parkinson. 1878 to be found on microfilm in
Brigham Younguniversityl i b r a r y
was taken from the
original diary.
a

3Md.
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She details of the trip are left for those interested to fill in.
They went by wagon no doubtandslept out where night overtook them or
stayed at some friend's home alongtheway. It must have been a mild
winter because william does not mention any problemsin travel. The
trip would have taken three or four days by wagon. William continues:
On our return we met Benjamin Porter and HarrietDoudlegoing on the
We returned home on the night of the 16th. I [notwe]went into
my newhomethat night and found everything ready far housekeeping
the next morrning.1
Nellie writes of the same experience:
I was married very young because a good man wanted me and my
parents felt that I would be happy and safe. I commenced married
life with very high Ideals of a visionary character but I always
wanted to be a good wife and mother and a loyal friend and daughter.
We began housekeeping In averycomfortable way, for those days.
In our own two roomed log house.
2

William continues his account:

Onthenight of the 31st of December,RobertLowe and I [even
here not including Nellie] had a wedding dance and supper In which
we had a good time and enjoyed ourselves well.
On the 2nd day of January I commenced to help take stock in the
store.
3

William's diary stops here and is not resumed again until he was called
on a mission to England in the spring of 1880.
William was a most loving and attentive husband despite his
diary "i." Some of the thoughts he entertained about now can be guessed
from a group of Quotations that he copied in his diary under the title
*Ihid.
2

from a partial autobiography written by Ellen Nash Parkinson
about 1935 found on am old blue notebook among her personal papers.
Brigham

"Autograph selections."
With this I sand you, dearest
A love whose consant flame
Can never fade or falter
While groweeffectian's name
But brighter growefrom day to day
As roll the lonelytearsaway.
When the rose you gladly cherish.
Shall be withered on thy brow
Will youloveMEthen as now?
Two we are and one we'll be
If you consent to marry me.
weddings now are all the go
Will you marry ME or no?
Then this desperate one:
I will commit suicide

unless you become my bride.

O, lack-a-daisy,
Give ME a kiss or 1'11 go crazy.
There followea recipe for linament. Ammonia 3/12, laudanum
4/12, sweet oil 5/12 Mix and shake well before using.
1

William worked Inhisfather's store that winter for $50a
month.Nellie joyously kept their little house. Isaac shared the
products of his excellent garden with them. They had a cow and chickens
and were most comfortable. Bothwerevery active in the Church. Nellie
was called to as a counselor In the Presidency of the Young ladies'

mutualimprovementAssociation. William was already a President In the
young Men's M u t u a lOrganization.Hewas also called to serveon a home
mission. The Joy andl o v eofthesemonths were long remembered and
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cherished as comfort in later year. when she felt forsaken. Nellie
writes:
In the spring we moved out on a farm to live in a little board
shack that we MIGHT prove up on some land my husband had entered.
He went to the canyon every day to secure materialforfencing land
and I, a silly girl, spent the long summer day alone.
My husband left a gentle
tramps, who were many. leave the railroad
would hastily mount the horseand ride until the tramp passed by.
In the fall they returned to their little home intown and
another busy happy winter passed. Nelliecontinues:
The next spring myhusbandwas called on a mission to England,
the first foreignmissionaryfromourl i t t l etown. He leftthefirst
of April after we hadsoldall of ourhouseholdgoods to raise money
far his expenses.
1

William says in his diaryfor1880:
March10th1880. I received a letterfrompresident John Taylar
notifying me that my name had been suggested and accepted as a
missionary to Europe. At that time I was working in the Co-op store
and had beenforabout three, months. This call took m ewithgreat
surprise but I resolved from that moment that I would go, let it
cost what it may. I then had a wife but no children so I sold out
mytaajtstaaatand what urooartv 1 could and suit asna.ke«9ln£. I
moved my wife up to her aotfcar.s on tfce 25tti of Karch, aattlad up my
business affairs and visited my friends and relative.
March 31. I attended a dance that was given by the members of
the Y.M.M.I.A. in my honor before I went away, where I enjoyed
myselfverywell.
Brother Anthony Head gave me fifty cents that night to halp me on
my mission.
Then followea list of donations and donators, the largest amount b e i n g
$3.00. The givers were far more generous with their humble Means than
the amount Indicate.
William continues:
I transferred all my business affairsoverto my father to
^From a partial autobiography written by Ellen Nash Parkinson.
about 1935 round on an old bins notebookfoundamongherpersonal
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attend to until 1 came back or till he was otherwise- released.
Mon. morning April 5 at four o'clock I started to Salt Lake City.
My wife, her mother and my father andbrotherGeorge accompanied me.
we arrived at Ogden at 9:40 a.m. and were not by Mrs, Kershaw at the
depot andwentup to her place and spent part of the day. then my
wife and I went to Mrs. Robin's and stayed all night.
April 5 t hweall went to the city. We attended conference for
three days and w ehad some very good instructions. My name was
called as a missionary to Great Britain, also a great many others
were called to different parts of the world
April 9. the missionaries all mat at the council house and were
set apart to fulfill theirmissions. We alsoreceivedinstructions
in regards to traveling andwewereexhorted to beware of deceivers.
wewereto try to keepthespirit of theLordand not be led astrmy
Wecameas far asKaysvillethat evening and stayed at Alfred
Alder's all night.
April 10. we came to Ogden, went to Mrs Kershawand stayed
all night. I took sick thatmorningand kept getting worse until
evening whan Mrs.Kershawsent far Dr. Allan. He came to my
assistance and in a short tins I felt better.
April 11th. I felt rather- weak and sick so I stayed in the
house until about noonthen I felt better and I went. tothedepot
and tried to sell my conference tickets. I sold mine butcouldnot
sell my wife's nor her mother's. Wewentback and stayed with Mrs.
Kershaw again all Night.
Apparently theyhad purchased conference excursion tickets f r o m
franklin to Salt Lake City on the train. When theyarrived In Ogden,
theKershawshad taken them to Salt late City and back In . buggy.
April12thwas spent in Ogdan. On the13thWilliamcontinues:
we purchased our tickets. There were 37 missionaries all there
together. My wife, her mother and my fatherwereall at the depot
to bid me good-by, About 10 o'clock WE STArted for the east. I
feltverybad in leaving my folks and theyfeltbad to see me go.
Forthefirst six months of hismission Williamwasrebellious
against his calling. Hefeltthat he did not know how to preach and
would be better off at home. Nellie returned to franklin to clerk in
her fathar-in-law'smercantilestore. the young couple w e r e

content

Diary of W. C. Parkinson, 1860, to be found on microfilm In
young university library. (Quotations
takenfromth
diary, unpaged, unpublished.)
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with their occupations, but they determined to do what had to be done.
William had a dream that he had returned to franklin and noonewould
speak to him because he had not fulfilled an honorable mission. After
this he began to accept his problems and became an outstanding missionary.
the letters written by Nellie to William during his mission
were not presented. the following two letters are all that can be
found of those written to Nellie by William while he was In England.
The datoof the first indicates that he had been gone ten months.
It appears he was concernedoverthe problem of not receiving all of her
letters and had at this point begun to number his.
Darlington Durham Oo.
feb. 23rd 1881

Dear Wife,
I received your kind and welcome letter dated Jan. 29th, last
night and also the lovely valentine you sent and the Logan Leader.
I think the valentine you sent me wasveryappropriatoand
very.verynice. I thank you Kindly for It but it has almost made
me ashamed of the one I sent you. I would have sent you a better
one only, I wanted you to get It on Valentine Dayand when I bought
it there-werenot many to be had, soI got the best that I could
Iam happy to saythat my health is still good and I trust this
will find you the same. I would be pleased, pet, if you would
number all your letters and I will do the same. I will put number
one on this and then go on with no. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. thus if a
number is missed you will know it Is lost and if you will do

Pet, you saywhen I come home I will be a privileged cheracter
and I can kiss all the girls I want to. Well, I thank you kindly
for your liberal offer and I will try and put it into practice when
I get home.
You can tell your father I have written to his brother, John
Davies, twice, since I got his address and I told him that your
father wanted me to callandsee him whileI was here. I told him
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if it was agreeable. I would come and seehimsometime thisspring.
Since then he has never written to me at all soI supposehedoesn't
want me to come. Your father had better writotohim and then let me
know what he says.
I amverypleased to hear that you are amjoying yourself so well
at school and I hope that you will continue to do so.
1

How do you and Esther get along now? I would liketohavebeen
at the theatre with you to have wiped your eyes when youwerecrying.
I see the account of Grandma's death [MaryCramerPoole, age 91]
in the paper andI will take care of it. I also see a statement on
the condition of Parkinson and Sons' firm which wasveryinteresting
to me. I think that they have done well for the first trial.
We walked 12 miles yesterdayand the roads wereverysloppy. It
snowed veryherdJust after we got to the end of our journey. It is
a fine daytodayand the sun is shining bright and clear.
Tell GeorgeI have not heard fromhimfor a long time. Please
give him my kind love and also Esther and Caroline.
I must now conclude for the present. I amstillenjoying my
labors and the Lord is blessing me with friends and goodhealth.I
will send with this letter a short notofor Esther. Please give it
to her.
Well, Pet,I still hope that the Lord will bless you with health
and a contented mind. I ramain as ever your loving husband.

His next letter is listed as number nine In the letters written
by William toNellieduring his mission.
North Stockton-on-Lees
Durham Co. England
May13th, 1881
Mrs. Nellie Parkinson
Dear beloved Wife.
I take ptmmam in writing you a few lines once m o r e I am
enjoying the best of health at present and I trust you are the same.
Nellie was attending school in Logan at this time.
z

All quoted family letters are to be found among Nellie's
personal papers.

m

I had the pleasure of meeting with all the elders in thisconference
last Mondayand on Tuesday. we all went and hadourpictures taken
In a group. As soon as I can get tham I will send you one. we were
all very glad to see each other and we enjoyed ourselves very well,
the Saints got up a small partyforus. we had a fiddler there and
fists player and while they played we danced. We also played some
games and had the pleasure of kissing some of the old women out
therewereveryfew girls.
On Wednesday. President Webb want to his field of labor. My
companion want to travel with his brother in his district for a few
weeks. I stayed with the other boys until thursday; then returned
to my field alone. I will have to travel alone until he comes back.
Joseph S. Tingey is called from this conference to labor in the
Burmingham Conference so there will he only sixleft here now.
I have been expecting to he moved forsometime butI don't
know when It will be yet. I never expect to get in a better
conference thanI am In now and whenI am moved to another conference
it will cost me more to travel than It has here.
Well, my dear,I hope you are feelingwelland enjoying yourself
at school with the boys and girls.
I hope you did not take offense or feel bad about the letter I
wrototo you last. I did It with the best of feelings. As far as
my means are concernedI would just as soon have it spent in
educating you as in any other wayandI wouldlikeverywellfor you
to take music lessons and learn all that you can in everything that
will do yougoodand make our home pleasant and happywhenwe meet
again.
I will heverygladwhenthe time comes for m to return home
and have the pleasure of associating with you again. I long to meet
you and see your Jolly. smiling face ones mora.
fan must try and feel as contented as possible forI know how
yen feel sometimes and especiallywhenyouwake up inthenight
after a nice dream and find yourself cuddling an arm full of clothes
when you are thinking it was me. But never mind. thirteen months
have passed awaytodaysines I saw you and eleven morewillsoon
slip by. Keep your spirits up andI will try -fee do the sans. Ms
must both try and writs an often as possible and the time will soon
Please give my love to all ralations andfriends.I will send
a short notoin this for Esther.
Maytheblessings of God attend you is the prayer of your laving
husband.
H. 0. PawfeiBson

The spiritual and mental growth at William in the mission field
was equaled only by the strides that Nellie herself made while he was
gone.Nellierecords:
When William left he gaveme $5.00 which was all I had. I paid
this for dental work I needed at once. I secured work to the Cooperative Store in Franklin at the munificent salary at $15.00 per
Samuel R. Parkinson was the manager and believed that keeping
busy was the best wayto stayout as trouble. he kept

busy. she

worked from 8.00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. when ana was not waiting am
customers. shehad to hurry to the hack room and bind blankets, Nellie
regarded herself as an. adult and a married, woman at that. Ski was
treated as a child by her in-laws. Samuel was keeping William on bis
mission and had control over all of his property and business. The
little home belonging toNellieand William was rented and Samuel
collected the rant. Nellie lived at her parents' home. She was made
most welcome but she was dependent upon her parents for support.
the Brigham Young College had opened September 9 1878, with
Miss Ida I. Cook as principal. in rooms rented in the Logan City Hall.
Nellie writes?
1 worked. In the store until January of 'the next year. 1880
when against my own Judgement. I went to Logan to attend school at
the B.Y.C. William and his folks bath thought it bast. we lived in
a boarding house and it was terrible. we had good breed, no butter,
beef, and dried apples. Blackleg was attacking many cowsat t h a t
time and the thought of beef was revolting but we atoit or nothing.
1 formedsomewonderful friendships art this time with. Lois
Morehead Hayball, Mame Mack Fishburn, Mayme Thomas and Ida Thatcher
Lanton, Aggie Carlyle, and especially with my adored principal. Hiss
Ida Cook. She frightened me at first because she demandedherdwork,
but we got along famously. % schooling had boon so irregular that
#

%aksm from an autobiography coimsancad by lellie after 1335
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I had to take a very heavy course to catch up. When I had Been
there a year shesuggested my n a m e teacher forthefranklin
School. I felt utterly incapablebutunder herinsistanceand that
at the trustees I wait home to teach.
about two weeks after my return to franklinbishophatch asked
me to act as President at the Y.L.M.I.A.
this
1881 and I
held this office, to the best at my ability, until I moved to Preston.
highest
ofpraiseoft h e s e r v i c e renderedinfranklin as
a teacher in the SundaySchool,secretaryof the Relief Society and
President ofthemutual,sothroughtheintervening years he had not
forgotten.While

was at school in Logan dear Granmother Statodied and I
was sent for to see her before the end. Her sufferingswereterrible
and her patience marvelous. She passedawayat the ago of 31 years.
On her Slat birthdayahehad given me her fwciotss sugar bowl and
cream pitcher which had been her grandmother's and wereeventhen
ISO years old 1 still here i a u
The schoolI was sent to teach was so large I needed anassistant
and Mary Ann Hawks was my helper. 1 began teaching la January and
Williamcamehome in maybut my contract did mot expire until

t

Withthe$200.00 that Nellie had saved from herteachingsalary
the W. C. Parkinson'srefurnishedtheirlittle home andtoga.Ufa
together ones mora. William could not find regular employment far
awhile. Be worked onthewater ditch.madetheexcavation far his
mother»s new home, ant tarred roofs. After several months he t.cur«i a
position intheCe~am.
Nellie and William had matured during the years of separation.
Theywereno longer children butwellinformed and ambitious young
adults. Theyhad found intent and purpose for their lives and
the communitywereconducted without their participation. Theywere fast
moving intopositions of leadership not only In the communitybut in

taken from a fragmentary autobiography commencedNellieafter
1935 but wrap completed. M i was found among her p e r s o n a l .
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On January 26, 1883, Nellie gave birth to her first child, a
little girl. The baby arrived prematurely while Nelliewas alone In
He had had to crawl most ofthewayon his hands and knees-. William was
subject to migraine headaches which began suddenly with split vision.
when help was obtained,Nelliewas found desperately ill andthebaby
dead, The child had lived for about twenty minutes. She was named Mary
and buried in a littlegravenearthehouse. Dr. Ormsby was called in to

the family. It was weeks before Nellie was herself again.
It would not have been surprising if this first fatal experience
with motherhood had frightenedNelliebeyond a desire to repeat
attention are essential aswellasfaithand prayers.

In the summer of 1883 William and Nellie decided that they would
improve their home by covering the outside logs with rustic and by
plastering the inside. They added a large kitchen to the heme, finished
an upstairs room, put in a stairwayand, added two porches, they
were living on $10 a month atthetine.

on February 4, 1884 Nellie's second daughter Lillian was born
at Elvira's home. William was at conference in Logan. Nellie made a
rapid recovery after this confinement.
There are only fragmentary notes to be found concerning the lives
of William and Nellie during the years 1882, 1883, and 1884. November
7, 1882, William was elected Justice of the Peace for Franklin Precinct

the
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Oneida county, Idaho. On the 27th of March 1883, William was called to

be a home missionary. May 17th, 1884,WilliamandNellie attended the
dedication services of the Logan Temple. In May of 1884, William served
as juror at Malad and "was much interested in the process of the court
proceedings."1
What informationcan be found leaves the impression that during
these years life was good despite the growing polygamist persecutions.

William and Nellie were more appreciative of one another and more in love.
Both were energetic leaders incommunityactivities.

Such ability does not always go unnoticed and on June 2, 1884,
William was set apart by Moses Thatcher to preside as Bishop over- the

.Diary of W. C. Parkinson. 1884. unpaged. unpublished. to be

CHAPTER III

Nellie and William were at first dubious about the benefits to
be gained by moving to Preston. Theyhad just enlarged their home in
franklin andwerequitecontent. However, theyhad been taught they
parents' homes they had never heard Church Authorities or their decisions
questioned. The W. C. Parkinsons accepted their calling to the bishopric
ofthePreston Ward and Prepared to move to Preston.

Theysold their home in Franklin for a fraction of its cost
Mrs. Regina Pond. her kindness totheyoung couple made their coming

In 1884 Preston was abarrenplain Inhabited largely by jack

"Poverty Flat." This section of the valley had been avoided by most
settlers. They had preferred the grassy banksof worm Creek or Cub
River. In 1878therailroad reached Preston, and though this encouraged
some people to settlehere,it was not until 1890 that enough water was
put onto the land to interest large numbers of permanent settlors.
Nellie describes Preston, as It looked to her In 1884 in these
words:
Not a spear of anything green was to be seen and the few families
there were, In desperatepoverty. There was no water for crops. To
35
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get water to thelandWasoneof

p r o b l e m sfacingWilliam

While William concerned himself with ward andtownaffairs,
Nellie was left to solve the more immediateproblem of her home.

with

a small baby, there was constant washing to do and the wellwas sixty
five feet deep. In the morning the wind would blew the sand across the
flat toward the north. In the afternoon the wind would blow it back
toward the south ready for the next morning's blow. Clothes had to be
hung out and dried between blows. Nellie used to get up at 4:00 a.m. to
do her washing and drying before the nine o'clock blowing began.
During the winter of 1884-1885 there was a bitter anti-mormon
fight going on in Oneida County. The railroad had brought many "Gentiles"
to Cache Valley, William was nominated County Treasurer, and was away
much of the time campaigning.
Bishop NahumPorter, William's predecessor in office had
accepted as tithing whatever the poor people had no give, which was
principally livestock, William had inherited from him thirty hogs, a
span of horses and two cows. Nellie was expected to feed and water
these animals, this water also came from the sixty-five foot well, the
pigs were fed frozen potatoes. Nellie says of the time:
My folks said that whole potatoes would choke the pigs and I
hoped they would, but not one died.
2

William was elected County Treasurer, but was never sworn into
office. The non-mormons in the county managed to havetheMormon vote
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disqualified.
Attempting to find a meansof making a livelihood William bought
a stock of merchandise for $145.00 from a small store owned by William
Chapmen. And so the W. C. Parkinson Mercantile came into being. It
opened for business in an unfinished building. William also secured

On September 13, 1885, Elva, a third daughter, was born. William
was again away, andNelliealone. Hubert Nuttall, whom William hired to
clerk inthestore, stopped by for his lunch and discovered Nellie's
plight. he took a tithing horse and rode fast for Mrs. Swan,

the

Sister Porter. William's young sister Lucy alsocameto stayand help,
Nellie and the new babyweresoon doing nicely.

The mercantile business grew rapidly, and William needed Nellie's
help in the store. Ella Elder, a young girl in need of a home, was
hired to help tend the children whileNellieworked in the store.
Elva was a cross baby and required constant attention, Grandma
Nash's help was always appreciated. During one of Nellie's many visits
to Franklin to bottle fruit, Elvira wrotein her diary:
September 17. Fine day. All well but the baby. She is not
much better. I put down some tomatoes, Ironed and did the house
work.Nelliewent to Parkinsons for awhile. I keptthebaby.
SaturdaySept. 18. the weather is warm. I washardto work,
doing first one thing and then another. The baby seemed a little
better. Nellie took her for a short time to Fordhams. we had
supper, read awhile and will retire early.
SundaySept. 19. Fine day. The baby is not sowelltoday.
Nellie took her out for a walk to Martha's. Williamcamein last
night after wewerein bed. He took us out for a ride to see if
that would help quiet the baby. Brother Parkinson, Isaac, Cowley
Webster and William came and laid hands on the baby. She seems
better since. we had quitea number of callers today. I cut

peaches to dry. I am tired and will retire..
Elvira's diary continues to tell of the lives of her loved ones
at this time. The baby was still cross. Williamcameand took his
little family home. Pillowswerefilled fresh with clean chicken
feathers. new straw was put in the bed ticks,thepotatoesweredug, More
preserving was done, the floors and windowswere cleaned, the washing
and ironing was done over and over, callers stayed for dinner, it rained
and Elvira did not go to church because her shoes were so thin.
If there wasn't a cross baby to worry the family there was
persecution for polygamy.
Oct. 17. All well. I went to meeting. William came in and got
the organ. We made a trade with him for his buggy, a cow and calf
and ten dollars trade in his store. Brother Parkinson went away
Isaac has gone to a high priest meeting.
2

In 1886 William andNelliebought a sixroom house from Nahum
Porter. The house was only a shell and had no foundation. It stood on
stilts. There was no filling between thewellboards. The floor was
made of unseasoned lumber that drying left gaping cracks between the
boards. The house was painted pink and always in later years referred
to as the "Pink house" in family conversations.
the rooms of the "Pink House. were sixequal squares, three in a
row, forming a rectangle. Doors connected all the rooms to one another.
When Lillian learned to crawl and toddle about any object small
enough to poke through the cracks in the floor, she poked through.
William or Nellie rapeatedly had to crawl under the house to recover the
Diary ofElviraNash,1885, unpaged, unpublished.
Ibid.
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cutlery. Before the next winter a foundation was put under the house and
the cracks filled. Nellie's family was never quiteso physically
miserable again because of the cold.
Everyone inthevalley was having a struggle to exist. Learning
to work together and depend upon each other was a necessity. Friendships lasting a life time were made byNellieand William during these
hard years.
Nellie's experience intheMutual organisation in Franklin was
soon put to use in Preston. She was called tothepresidency of the

service.
Julia Roper was appointed President oftheRelief Society
February 27, 1894. She chose anna Larsen andNellieParkinson as her
counselors. Susa Purnell was Secretary andHarrietJohnson, assistant.
the love and devotion begun here among these sisters was of life time
duration. Catherine Chadwick later joined the group in place of Sister
Purnell and she also was a good worker and friend.
the first disappointment over the mora to Preston turned into an
opportunity for growth and service that brought Joy and satisfaction in
spiteof the hardships.
Nellie relates.
Our home was the gathering place for everyone and we had many
social dances and home entertainments and lots of good times, what
we hadfeltwas a calamity proved to be averygreat blessing. Our
business grew and flourished. William and Brother Larsen, his
counselor, led the people and they worked cruellyherdto get water
on the parched land. No one counted any sacrifice too great to
redeem the soil.
if I could Just see one piece of green vegetation I would be content.
We set out some poplar trees on each side of our walk and I think
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that William planted them nearlysixfeet deep. I watered them every
daytoget than to grow butthewellwould go dry so we secured a
large wooden candy bucket and I saved the water from the hand basin
the washing. Despitethe predictions of all that I would kill the
trees, theygrew and developed under the treatment andwereas dear
as members of the family, theseweretheveryfirst trees on the
flat. Theywerelocated on main Just north of the Meeting House,1
Patriarch Milo Andrewswas sent to Preston to give Patriarchial
blessings to the Saints. Be made his home with the Parkinsons while he
was there.Nellieacted as his scribe and traveled with him around the
ward and Stake.
While In Preston Brother Andrewspredicted that city lots would
very shortly be worth much more than they then were. Nellie had saved a
little money of her own. Without saying anything to William, shebought
a city lot for $50 from Lucy Sabin. It was located one block east of the

The task of getting water onto the land seemed endless. A survey
was made by Mr. E. Hansen and a canal dug from the Bear River to Preston.
the first time the canal was used it gave wayunder the pressure of the
water. This was heartbreaking after the back breaking toil. The men of
thecommunity tried again andwerefinally successful. William said that
given thirty such men such as worked with himhere,he would feel equal
to bringing water to the Sahara Desert.
Quotations from Elvira's diary reveal something of the daily life
oftheParkinsons andNashesfrom 1884 to 1885.
Oct. 19 1885. It snowed inthenight. It is hailing today. A
letter from Brother Howell asking if he could take Lisey as his wife
is dead and he cannot get anyone to keep his house for him. [Lisey
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wasElvira'solder sister who was deaf due to a gun accident in early
youth.] There is an officer in town getting witnesses in the
Parkinson case. Isaac has gone to the ether place and Andrew is at
a dance, the boys went for wood and came home after dark, theyhad
to leave their load as it was too dark to drive.
Oct. 23. Conference commenced today. I stayed home and got
dinner. Nellie came. I had Brother Dudley and Sister Hawks to
dinner. I went to meeting in the afternoon. Brother Cowley and
Brother Andrewswerethe speakers. Four brethren from Maladcameto
supper. Two will stayover night. There is a priesthood meeting
tonight.
Nov. 2o. We will soon start toNellie's,Andrew and I, We
arrived safe and found all well, We got dinner and then went to the
store and boughtsomethings. Andrew went on to Five Miles and will
staythere over night.
Nov. 21. It stormed all night and is still blowing hard.
Andrew came back safe though he had lost his way. He could not see
for the snow drifting, but he finally found the road again. he will
not go home today, the storm is too bad, and there is no meeting.
(Back to Franklin:] Nov. 27. I cleaned house and baked and did
some mending, Nelliecamein today. Mrs. Hawks called. Bryant's
wife had a dead baby. I picked sixducks tonight.
Nov. 29. I took care of Nellie's baby while she want to see
Aggey and Mrs. Parkinson. William brought tickets forNellieand I
to go to the theatre. Nellie and I made Andrew undershirts and
drawers and Nellie cut Lisey out a dress. we went to the theatre and
enjoyed it very much.
Dec. 8. Yesterdaywe killed a pig. TodayI rendered out my lard
and made sausages and headcheese and sewed on Lisey's dress. Isaac
has gone to the rehearsal.
Dec. 13. I fixed for making mince and washed a little and made
some pillow cases and didsomeknitting. I putthepillow cases to
bleach.
Dec. 23. William andNelliecamein and brought me a nice
rocking chair for a present for Christmas. I made some doll clothes
and dressed two dolls for Nellie's children.
Jan. 3, 1888. Brother Sharp is giving lectureshereon
Feb. 5. I did my cleaning todayfor Sunday. Andrew is still
sick. About ten o'clock Robertcamein to get Mr. Hawks and I to go
out to Preston as Nellie isverysick. I went as far as Martha's
with him to get Isaac to go to Hawks to get Sister Hawks and I
walked back to dress Lillie as she was in bed. We started at eleven
p.m. for Nellie's and arrived about three a.m. [Annie Hawks was a
good midwife and a life long friend. Whenever there was trouble or
sickness, Sister Hawks would appear to give calm efficient aid to
body and soul.]
Feb. 6. Nellie is a little better. [Nellie's illness is not
explained although it was not due this time to a delivery.]
First the building of the Mink Creek Canal and then the Oneida
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Academy exhaused the time, talent, and funds of all in the community.
William was secretary and treasurer ofthebuilding committee. Nellie
was his "aid de camp." All the organizationswereasked to get up
endertainments to raise funds.Nelliewas a counselor intheRelief
Society and shared in this organization's contribution to the fund.
when the Academy was finished enough to use, everyone in Preston was ask
to board students as cheaply as possible.Nelliehad as many as sixboys
at a time boarding inherhome. She also boarded some of the teachers.
Many of Martha's children stayed withNellieand William and attended
school. Estella, the oldest girl, lived at the Parkinson home during
two winters. She remembered that each one had a number of jobs to do in
the large busy household. One of Estella's Jobs was to dust the corner
what-not. She determined then and there never to have a what-not in her

Written in a leather backed book containing family records of
births, marriages and deaths is an account of a dream which Nellie had.
She often pondered over the experience and its meaning. She writes.
On the night of October 5, 1883 Idreamedthat with my husband,
my parents and his parents and many of our friends I was in the
Franklin Meeting House attending a party where all appeared to be
enjoying themselves more in social chat than in dancing.
I was standing alone on the steps leading up to the stand when
I saw Brother Lowe, who was sitting onthestand near the south
window, turn and speak to his wife who was sitting beside him.
She immediately called me and bade me look out of the window at the
heavens which were filled with writing. I was frightened at what I
saw and screamed, bringing the whole assembly to witnessthescene.
I saw in the central part of the sky, visible fromthewindow,
a scroll on which appeared in letters about eighteen inches long,
the passage, 'Enter ye in at the straight gate.'
To the north of this was written in small letters, "thelaw shall
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go forth out of Zion and the work of the Lord from Jerusalem.'
Also, 'Except ye become as a little child, ye can in no wise, enter
the kingdom of Heaven. '
to the south was, 'Prepare ye, preparethewayof the Lord and
Zion shall be established in the tops of the mountains, the earth is
the Lords and the fulness thereof. Judgements are to commence at the
house oftheLord. The Lord will comfort Zion. Searchthescriptures
for in them ye have eternal life. Judgements are about to be poured
out upon the nations. Repent ye, repent ye, for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand..
All of these passages with many others whichI have never before
seen were all grouped around the first which was the only one placed
in a scroll. Every bit of space intheHeavens was filled with some
inscription which I thought was seen by everyone in the house.
I turned and asked some one near me what could be the meaning of
this, if it was possible that the Savior was about to make His
appearance .
As I turned thewallsof the building appeared to be covered with
writings. At the west and was written, 'And a little child shall
lead them,. 'Except ye become as a little child ye can, in no wise,
Inherit the kingdom.
It appeared that a pipe ran up near the door and on it was
something which I have forgotten. On the north side near the west
end was, 'Blessed arethemeek.'
Hear the stand so that the name would come partly on the stand
was written in a sort of a bracket, not like the scroll in the
heavens, 'Render obedience to your leaders..
While looking at this the name of 'Isaac B.Nash,'appeared but
in smaller letters. I wondered why his name was the only one and
felt deeply mortified on account of it.
I motioned to my father and when he looked and saw his name, to
my intense relief it disappeared without anyone else seeing it.
Everyone appeared to be greatly surprised and frightened at
thought the Saints felt as we did nowwhentheybeheld angels on the
Kirtland temple orwhenthey saw armies marching through the heavens.
We all gased at the writing for some time and then dispersed to
our homes or stood talking in groups on the street corners.
There were many other passages of great beauty that I had never
seen before or heard but theyhave passed from my mind. I can see
the letters but there appears to be a veil between them and me
through which I cannot distinguish..
1

The meaning of the dream was never explained satisfactorily to
Nellie. She hoped that sometime an explanation would be forthcoming.
By 1880 the Mormons in Utah numbered 124,226 according to the
.The book in which this is found is a black, leather bound,
account book in which William had kept business accounts.
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report given in the April6thconference of the Church of Jesus Christ
of latter-daySaints. By 1885 the influx of non-mormons into Utah
territory and the national control of the territory brought renewed
persecutions for the Mormons, especially for those practicing polygamy,
In April of 1885, United States Marshal Fred Dubois assigned a
large number of deputies to the task of arresting those living in
polygamy. Many Mormons were forced to flee their homes and keep their
whereabouts secret, Their friends and relatives became part of the
conspiracy. William's parents andNellie'sparents were among those
living for a time on the "underground."
Elvira's diary tells of her experiences onthe"underground."
Sat. March 14, 1885. Isaaccameto supper and he had read a
letter that came to Inform those who had more than one wife to get
awayas soon as theycould for there could be trouble for them. So
we will have to go soon somewhere else.
Mon. March 16. Some of the brethren held council and it was
decided forsomeof the woman, thatwerelikely to be called as
witnesses, to go awaytill court was over. So we will go as soon as
we can get away.
March 17. I did some washing and ironing and mending Preparing
to go away. Brother and Sister Hawks spent the afternoon with me,
first one coming and then the other. We mayleave at any time now.
March 18. Fine day. Andrew and I went out toNellie'sto bid
her good-by so we could be ready to leave at any time when necessary.
we met William on the road coming in. We also met him as we came
back. Isaac has gone to a councilmeetingtonight.
thursday, March 19. Fine morning. We had word to get awaytoday
trunk and got our tickets for Ogden. Brother Durant took me to the
house east of the depot tillthecarscame in front of the office and
then we got on without being seen. We arrived safe at Ogden at
5:00 p.m. Our friends were glad to see us. We spent a pleasant
evening, had prayer and retired.
March 23. when we came back from a trip to the shop we found
little Andrewhere,[Isaac's son.] there he had to leave home to
escape the officers who were after witnesses. His mothercamewith
him as far as Brigham City.
March 26. Fine day. Isaac and the man went to town. He
returned with three letters, one fromNellie.They need the men to
come home. theywill have to go. A stalker is in town for something.
We will try and find out. I wrotetoNellietoday. Isaac and
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Andrew leftthisafternoon as It is supposes theyare looking for
then. There were strangers at the shop inquiring for them. It put
us all about. Little Andrew took them to Uintato get the cars.
retired.
Elvira and Isaac visited in Salt lake and Ogden until the first
of May, then they thought they could safely return home.
May3. We received a letter from William and started to the
depot to go onthenine o'clock car. We arrived at Richmond safe
and found Andrew and Henry waiting for us withthewagon. We got to
the South field to tea Comisshes and found William and Nellie
waiting for us. They had come to meet us. We all stayed to supper
then I came home with William andNellieto Franklin. Isaac stayed
at Emma's, as it was not safe for him to be seen.
May10. Aftermeeting,William got his horses and went to the
South field to fetch Isaac out here. Theydid not get back until
twelve o'clock.
May12. We read in the papers about the conviction of Brothers
Cannon and Hussar and other brethren whowereimprisoned for their
religion's sake. I hope that we mayall provefaithfulcome what
may. we had prayer and retired.
May15. [Franklin] Isaaccamehome. he does not feel well. I
made a firs inthebedroom for him to sit by so no one could see him.
After dark Isaac went to the South field.
Sun. May17. Isaac came hams. Friends, Thomas Durant, Brother
Webster, Sister Foxand Sister Hawks called and stayed for supper.
We Counciled together what would be the best to do to evade arrest.
It was thought bast for Isaac to leave for awhile as it was rumored
that he was around.
May18. Fine day. The children came to breakfast [Martha's
children.] William called. My husband left after dark in disguise.
June 8. Fine day. Still cold. I did my washing. The word
came from the marshall for Mr.Nashto give himself up. The counsel
is net to do so. I went to the other place to see him about it.
William and Nellie came and Isaaccamehome and spent the evening.
Friday. June 12. Fine day. I didsomewashing for Lisey and
got dinnerand ironed. Mrs. Fordham called, also Clara Hatch. This
afternoon Alic Stalker followed Isaac into the house and arrested
him. we are all in trouble. Brother Fordham and Frank Parkinson
and Robinson and Mrs. Fordham came to the house also Sister Comish.
Isaac has gone to the other place.
Sat. June 13. Fine morning. we are full of trouble. At 7
o'clock Isaac started for Oxford with Alic Stalker to give bonds to
appear at court in October, Brother Robertson and William Parkinson,
as bondsmen. Nellie is here. I did not feel well. I could not
sleep any all night. After night, Isaac returned and William with

him. We went to the singing practice and we retired alter prayer..
Oct. 8. William and Nellie went home this morning. I have been
busy alldayas we are going to start inthemorning for Blackfoot.
Pater and Sarah came over. They stayed over night. The Young
Ladies Mutual and the Primary got up some money for Isaac.2
Isaac and Elvira with others went by wagon to Blackfoot for
Theytraveled in a snow storm of blizzard proportions. They expected
Elvira to be called as a witness at the trial. For one ofherretiring
nature this, even in anticipation, was terrifying. Thereweremany
delays and ten days passed before the trial finally was held. Isaac
handled his replies before the court in such a manner thatElvirawas
not called upon for testimony. She did not even attend the trial but
waited In anxiety at the home of a friend.
Nine brethrenweretried before Judge Hays for polygamy, and
eight were found -guilty. William's brother, George C. Parkinson. was
tried for hiding one of the polygamist brethren in a cellar in Oxford.
his sentence was one year In the penitentiary and afineof three
hundred dollars. Seven men were fined three hundred dollars each and
sentenced to sixmonths in the penitentiary. Isaac and Bishop Porter
were sentenced to three months in prison with no fine.
Regarding his trial and penitentiary experience, Isaac writes:
The old judge took much interest in me and promised that if I
would obey the law in the future,hewould send me home free, but I
told him I could not do it, so I want to the Pen.
'While I was there I waswelltreated and enjoyed myself. Sometimes Ididblacksmithing, sometimes I composed songs, My cell was
1Alexander Stalker was a neighbor oftheNashesand supposedly a
friend.
Excerpts fromElviraNash'sDiary, 1885, unpaged, unpublished.
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never locked except at night.

Isaac had profited by his experiences at St. Louis in the Gratiot
Prison, Heknewthatfighting the Jailer did not help the prisoner. He
even turned his troubles into verse of a kind by writing an acrostic to
William's brother, George C. Parkinson, on new year's day 1886. George
was a fellow prisoner.
Galling's the chain that is binding
Endure it meekly, be firm, have no fear.
Over-ruling providence, yet thou shalt see

now there Is hope, do not be cast down.
Consider, thou'rt suffering as Paul did of old,
Press on, do not falter, be valiant and bold.
Always be faithful and constant and true.
Remember, God's promise was given to you,
Knowledge and wisdom, if faithful you will be.
lii store there is happiness waiting for thee.
no, my dearbrother,lamentnot thy fate.
Since thou hast to suffer, thy reward will be great.

Oh, think of thy dear ones who are waiting for thee,
Mow brother, be cheerful, you soon shall be free.2
It seemed the mora persecution that was heaped upon the Saints
the more they determined to live their religion as they understood it.

hierarchy of the Church. the visiting church Authorities spent many
hours in William andNellie'shome talking to them T W O of those
authorities were B. H. Roberts and Mathias F. Cowley. They preached the
principle of the plurality of wives in a most emphatic manner to William
and Nellie. the doctrine was explained and discussed with much feeling
and detail. William was of the belief that if he accepted the Gospel he
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ISAAC B. N A S H , UNPAGED,

unpublished.

Found on a sheet of paper among Nellie's personal papers.
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should do so in its entirety. Nellie was not ready in 1887 to accept
polygamy for herself. Her father and mother's recent persecutions had
not made life in polygamy look desirable. the problems involved in the
support of a second family, forced to live In secrecy,werenot to be
faced

w i t h o u t much meditation.

Nellie did not openly oppose the discussions in favor of polygamy
because she could not believe that William was seriously considering
taking another wife. She did not doubtthetruthfulness of any of the
precepts of the Gospel. She was Just not ready personally to accept
polygamy. her parents and William's parents had lived long and happily
in polygamy, but she and Williamwerehappy as theywere. the

She did not question the truthfulness of the doctrine but she was not yet
ready to accept it for herself.
Nellie's reticence in accepting polygamy prompted B. H. Roberts
to sayto Nellie, "there is Just this about it, Sister Parkinson, you
cannot put a quart measure into a pint cup." the sting of this criticism
1

remained withNelliethroughout her life.

Nellie did not realize during these discussions thattheyoung
lady being considered by William as a second wife was eighteen year old
Louise Benson, the daughter of William's counselor In the bishopric.
George A. Benson had been chosen as William's counselor for
six weeks before Nellie's death she said to her oldest granddaughter, after the latter had expressed a desire to make her own life
even a shadow ofNellie'slife, "I often wonder if when I meet a certain
person inthehereafter if he will still consider me a pint cup."
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several reasons. He was a highly respectedmaninthecommunity and
somewhat older in counsel. he also represented that part of the ward
located in Whitney. In the course of the work of the bishopric, Brother
Benson and his daughter, Louise, the oldest of thirteen children, had
been entertained on numerous occasions in Nellie's home, One evening,
so EstellaNashwrightrecalls:
Nellie had a large crowd of ward people attending an M.I.A. party
at her home.Nelliewent hurriedly
an adjoining room separated
by portieres to getsomedishes to be usedIn serving the crowd.
Louise Benson was seated on William's lap. Nellie quickly withdrew.
She said later that she felt like the world had ended then and there.
She was a broken hearted woman from then on. How she carried on f a i r
the evening and what was said to William, if anything afterward, I
do not remember hearing..
On February 11, 1887, in the stress of these trying times,
William was quietly married to Louisa (Lulu) Benson i n the Logan temple.
William's second wife stayed at the Richmond home of M. W. Merrill,
president oftheLogan Temple, until her first child was born. She came
toherparent's home in Whitneywhenshe thought it safe but she was

OnMarch28, 1887 Nellie's fourth daughter. Irene was born.
Nellie suffered more from her own agony of mind than she did from
childbearing, the years from 1887 to 1890 were no doubt most difficult
for all concerned in this polygamous marriage. Lulu was in hiding,
Nellie could not discuss her feelings with anyone, not evenhermother.
Elvira, having taken a stand thattheprinciple of polygamy was right and
had to be borne, could not be sympathetic to Nellie's problems, at least
not to her face though her heart ached for Nellie.Nelliewas forced
from a tape recorded interview with EstellaNashWright August
27, 1958, by the writer. Recorded at Franklin, Idaho.

inquired of the woman he thought owned 'the lot regarding its purchase.
She was forced to reveal that the lot was owned by Nellie. William was
rather put out atNellie'ssecrecy and refused to payher for the lot.
Years later he did, however, repaythe original fifty dollars that she
had paid for the lot.
A lovely big home was planned and soon under construction. Nellie
found an emotional outlet in the house planning. She loved her home and
was always a proud hostess to all who entered it. The children also
loved this house with Its tower, gables and balconies.
March 27, 1869, Raythe fifth daughter arrived. Ray's happy
sunny disposition made her a favoritedespitethe fact that she was not a

the family moved intothenew home on the 18th of November in

desire for a boywas realised on January 31, 1891, with the arrival of
WilliamNashParkinson. There was great rejoicing overthefirst boy.
Nellie says of this period of time:
All the summer before I had cooked for the carpenters, masons,
plasterers, and painters and worked cruellyhardbut the baby was
well and strong. A Mr. Johnson came there to give elocution lessons
and as I wasverymuch interested I attended his classes, leaving a
woman who was a mother of three children to tend the baby. Sheleft
the bedroom door open on his buggy and the wind fromtheunfinished
rooms upstairs gave him such a cold that he sickened with pneumonia
and died after three days illness, May14. 1891. This was a most
terrible trial of ourfaithas Graham Cannon and John Henry Smith
had blessed the baby and Brother Cannon had said he should stand on
the brink ofthegrave but because of his blessing he should live.
William took the blow with resignation but I was very bitter and hard
until about sixmonths later I had a manifestation that it was all
right, after which I ceased to be rebellious. At this time Cassie
West was very ill and I sat up with her every other night for weeks
because I could not sleep.'
1
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into a role that would try the strongest spirit, the world she lived in
sanctioned what William had done; yet Nellie's heart could not. There
was no escape and no consolation except in the thought that she was
living a principle taught by the Church. The tremendous pressures that
led in 1890 to the "Manifesto," only three years after William's marriage
to lulu, musthaveleft even this comfort rathermeager.
Many years later "Nellie wrote:
I think now, asI look back, how foolish I was. life would have
beenverygood ifI had accepted that from which I could not escape. I
William was always willing to bo kind if I did not Interfere. I
think now, asI look back, thatI was hurried into it before my mind
orfaithwas prepared and that polygamy would be far better than
what we have now. if people could be converted and able to take a
greater outlook on life and eternity. I think few men are really
monogamous by nature and I am sure the other plan would be better
fortherace.1
In 1887 Nellie could only prayfor strength. She sought relief
in work. Besides caring for her home and family she spent long hours
clerking in the family store. She helped make a success of the mercantile
business by her vibrant personality and ability to make friends. She
took part in community and Church activities. Only physical exhaustion
brought relief from the torment ofheremotions.
William found his family growing. His position of leadership
necessitated the entertaining of a constant stream of Church, business
and community authorities, the "Pink House" was entirely inadequate.
He looked around for a lot on which to build a new home

He decided that

the most likely lot was the city block northeast across the street from
the new town park, one block east of his mercantile business.. He
1 A u t o b i o g r a p h y

of ellenNashParkinson, 1939 , unpaged,
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an obituary clipped from a newspaper records the deathofthe
child end a poem by the grandfather written for the sad occasion.
Parkins0n-at Preston, Omeida County, Idaho, March 14,
of
pneumonia, WilliamNashParkinson, the only son of William C. and
Nellie N. Parkinsonafteran illness of three days, aged one month
and twenty-three days..
Funeral was held at the meetinghouse in Preston at 1:30. The
speakerswereElders Solomon H. Hale, Joshua Hawks and George C.
Parkinson. Their remarksweresympathetic and consoling to the
bereaved father and mother. A great many of the citizens of Preston
followed the remains to the grave yard showing the respect and
sympathy theyhad for Brother and Sister Parkinson in their sad
bereavement, the child being their only boy. MayGod bless them with
resignation to His Mill.
Farewell our darling baby boy.
Sweet bud of beauty, fare thee well,
Toncameto fill our hearts with joy,
The peace you brought no heart can tell.
Our baby had not long to stay.
Death plumed him with his cruel dart,
Sod took our darling boy away.
Help us to kiss the chastening rod.
Mayall our sorrowsbe combined.
To bring us nearer to our Sod.
1

IsaacBartlettNash

Nellie's little girls needed their mother, and life must go on
despitesorrow.Nelliewrites in some detail concerning the years
following Willie's deaths
There were no hotels and most everyone who came to town stayed
with us, drummers, missionaries, Church authorities, and everyone.
It was a busylifebut I seemed to never weary.
On July 20, 1893, Willis was bom. I had beam in very bad
health before he came, whether it was that or not, I do net know, but
he was a large fine looking baby waiting twelve and one-half pounds.

.Taken from a newspaper clipping found among Nellie's personal
papers. The datecan be surmised and the paper was no doubt a local one.
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having violent convulsions. Each one we thought would be his last.
On Sunday
Dr. Seymour B. Young operated o n and made an
opening between the kidneys and bladder. It was hard to see such a
tiny babe suffering" so.
He was blessed end administered to by President Joseph F. Smith,
S. H. Hales, S. B. Young, Golden Kimball, George C. Parkinson, S. R.
Parkinson and S. C. Parkinson, and his father. Hisnamewas told to
me by an unseen personage. I had never heard his mm until then.
On Monday morning we saw thef i r s tindication at the proper
functioning of his body, but every few days there would be a
recurrence of the trouble and then moreconvulsionsu n t i l never
sleeping. Dr. Ormsby was a food friend at this time and helped much
as did Dr. Young also.1
In February of 1895, Nellie made a trip to Boise. On the "trip
home she contracted bronchitis which developed Into typhoid pneumonia.
She was desperately ill far months. During this time the children all
had measles. Nellie was In bed until the end of May.
July 27, 1895, while aha was still convalescing, Waldo Chandler,
the third son was born. This was the day before the dedication of the
Oneida stake Academy. Thirty-five people had dinner at Nellie's home
the day of the dedication. Everyone came into the bedroom to apeak to
Nellie. By night aha had a raging fever and a rider had to be sent to
Logan for the doctor. The problems of the household were added to by
Willis's illness. Nellie writes:
when Waldo was three weeks old, Willis had a severe case of
spinal meningitis and was in frightful convulsions for days. Dr.
Ormsby earns and the convulsions wars an bad that he placed ice an
Willis's head and spine. He had onlythreeconvulsions after he was
placed on a sheet severed with cracked ice. Thedoctorhad said that
ha had never known anyone to live throughmorethan three such
violent convulsions but Willis had many many times three.
From then on until he was "baptised at the age of eight he was
never free from convulsions. A fright,bump, or eating food hard to
digestwouldbring them on. It was five months after this a t t a c k

before we thought of undressing and going to bed normally..
Forteenext few years Willis's health was a major concern of

have a convulsion. By contrast Waldo was a happy healthy baby and
demanded very little special attention. Everyone enjoyed caring far him.
he was especially good with Grandma Nash. One day in 1897 she offered to
care for Waldo while Nellie took Rayto the Logan temple to be baptised.
Waldo was taken to Franklinthedaybeforeteabaptism. Elva was sent
along to help tend the baby. InteemorningwhenNellie, Rayand Willis
arrived at the depot to take the train from Preston to Logan, a messenger
overtookteamtotellNellieteattearswas a phone call for her at
once. Nellie continuesteastory:

I sent Willis and Ray home and took the train to Franklin where
I found Waldo broken out with scarlet fever. None of the fifty
cases in town had beenverybad andwewerenot worried until later
whenhebecame much worse.
I broke quarantine to phone William to come at oncethatwemight
decide what was bast to do. He did not come or sand word. I had
sanding for tee doctor until Waldo was very bad and beyond relief.
Saturdaynight William
in but the child was unconscious and
died Sundaymorning. Set. 23, 1887,.
The community wasterrifiedover tee epidemic and a marshal!
came to Elvira's home totellNelliethat she must take the dead child
and get out of town at once. The baby was buried in Preston thedayha
died about seven in the evening.Nelliewas never to find comfort for
1

Ibld.

the death of this child. She says.
this is one ofthesorrowstesttime has not erased or softened
and I fearthetontheJudgement Day, Waldo's life will be required
at my band, this heart breaking experienceteughtmethe self
reliance 1 needed. Alwaysafterthat cruel experience I decided for
myself and acted if possible.
Willie's death was nothing compared to Waldo's becauseI felt
that 1 had done all I could for Willie. Even now, I wonder if Waldo
will hove me for a mother.
Mrs. Nuttal causa out and stayed with me a week and tried to
comfort ma butthershas never been any comfort forthetloss. I
visited all who had sickness or sorrow to face and hoped to obtain
forgiveness. I busied myself in the store so I would not have time
to think.
1,

Elvira penned these lines in an attempt to comfortNelliet
Lines on the Booth of a Beloved Child
Farewell sweet boy, thy gentle form
We have consigned to peaceful rest.
Early conveyedthroughlife's rude storm
Thou'rt gone to mingle with the blest.
As flowersthatfads at opening day,
thus quickly hast thou past away.
Longwillwethink of thee,
The freshness of thy memory
Tempered with sorrow and with Joy.
We mourntheties thus early rlsenf
we Joy that thou art now in heaven.
While banding o'er thy little grave.
With mask submission maywe say,
God's will be done, Our Father gave.
Our Father took this child away.
Els own, it was
right to claim.
And ever blessed be His name..
the bishop oftheward is often spoken of asthefather of the
ward, the Parkinsons were called upon to fill this function in various
ways. One incident of many will illustratethe point. A certain brother
and sister (weshall callthemPeterson) inthePreston Ward last a family
1

Xbid.

Found en a sheet of paper among Nellie's personal papers.

of twelve children all under fourteen years of age. the parents faced a
constant struggle to feed and clothe their children. OnedaySister
Peterson drove her farm wagon, loaded with household goods and swarming
with children, up tothehitching post in front of Bishop Parkinson's.
She climbed down fromthewagon with a child in her arms. Than she
walked on the popular shaded path and knocked determinedly on the
1

Parkinsons front door. the other children followed her.
Sister Parkinson, wiping her hands on her apron, openedthedoor.
Beffore Nelllie Could great Sister'Peterson she announced:

"we have come tostaySistsr Parkinson. Bishop Parkinson is the
fader of the ward. He will have to b ethefadar of my children. My old
man will not let me betheboss of my bread pan andI will no longer stay

Nellie looked passed the lined up children totheloaded wagon.

"well, come in Sister Peterson. Come ini I'm surathatwe can
take care of this matter somehow. Why don't you children go out
stay on this side ofthefence. Ingrid, couldn't you take the baby with
you sothatyour mother could rest? there is a bushel ofsummerapples
ontheback porch. Why don't you each have one as you go out?.

parlor. Guidingthedistraught Mrs. Peterson to a rocker,Nellieplaced
a chair nearby for herself.
.Nowwhenyou've a mind you can talk or' you Just rest yourself

to
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andI'llbring you a cool glass of buttermilk..
beds were made inthehaybarn for the Peterson boys. A place
for the girls was found in the house. Two weeks later William located a
house for Sister Peterson, and paid the firstthreemonths' rent. She
3

had determined not to go back to the domineering Brother Peterson.Tickets for the dedication services oftheSalt Lake Temple.
dated April 6, 1893. are among Nellie's papers. This wasthesecond
temple dedicationNellieand William witnessed. The Logan Temple
dedication had been earlier.
During the building of the Mink Creek Canaleveryonein
furnishing lunch forthemen. Sometimesthewomen could offer nothing
2

for lunch but bread and sugar sandwiches. In the Parkinson family if
there was little for dinner,thecomment was usually made, "we have bread
1

and sugar sandwiches today..
Willis and Ray, two of Nellie's children remember an occasion when
their mother fad the High Council in a filling but simple manner. One

night a High Council

Session lasted long past supper time.

Nellie,

without food, solved the problem in her own way. She filled her large
copper milk pail with several gallons of milk, broketerseloaves of
homo made bread into it, took a stack of mush bowls and desert spoons,
taken from a tape recorded interview with Siva Parkinson Sally,
Nellie's second daughter. Recorded September 1, 1958 bythewriter.
The scarcity of moneyatthistime was so greatthatW. C.
Parkinson and John A. Greaves issued script in ordertocarryon trade in
their stores.

t

and proceeded totheHigh Council Hasting. She told Willis and Rayto
come withthat.Atthedoor ofthemeetinghouseNelliegave the bucket
of broad and milk to the two children and instructedthemto take the
bucket to their father and thansomeback farthebowls and spoons, the
children marched intothemeeting,set the bucket before their astonished
father, and repeated as instructed, Mother thoughtyoufolks might be a
bit hungry." the children scurried backtotheirmother forthebowls and
spoons to the applause and laughter of the hungry group.
William and his brother Samuel Chandler Parkinsonwerecalled on
atersemonths' mission to Oregon in February of 1898. A newspaper
clippingtellsofthefarewell party for the missionaries and also gives
some idea ofthetype of wholesome entertainment enjoyed in the

One of the most enjoyable events that has taken place in Preston
this winter was the surprise party of Bishop W. C. Parkinson, at
his residence, last Thursdayevening.
About seventy peoplewereassembled there, and in order to gat
the bishop out ofthewayuntil all was ready, early in the evening
he was summoned to the tithing office to attend an important
meeting, andthereoneafteranother excused himself on some pretext;
and remainedthereforsometime, sothatallweregathered and
ready to receive himwhenhecame.
As he was seen approaching,thelimits were turned down, and.
as soon as he entered the door,theroam was suddenly lighted
brilliantly and a large and happy throng met his gaze. The bishop
stood motionless for some moments, with bulging eyes and gaping
month,afterthemanner of 'Davy Crockett, and than said, 'This is
a fine looking crowd--I couldn't have done better ifI had picked
them out myself.' The surprise was complete.
A 'curio' game was than introduced which lasted one hour and a
half, and was highly enjoyed by all, followed by sumptions refreshments.
the remainder of the evening was spent in singing, recitations,
speeches, etc. Dr. RayL. Davis ably assisting the singers with
guitar accompaniment at which he is an adapt.
Among the amusing incidents oftheprogram was an Indian dance
by President and Mrs. Sol H. Hales.
Miss Elva Parkinson, daughter ofthebishop, fourteen years of
1
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age. gave a temperance recitation
a manner becoming a professional.
This little lady la a natural elocutionist, as to rendition of the
piece proved, she having had but little training in this line.
It was suggestedthatinasmuch as Bishop Parkinson and his brother
Samuelwereabout to leave on a mission, as all missionaries must
sing hymns at their meetings, it would be a. good thing for
them
generally understoodthatthesetwo gentlemen could not sing, and the
suggestion caused much merriment, but to the surprize of all
th
'Oh, my Father,. andthat,the.in the midst of continual jibes and
jeers by some of those present, the wives of thetheman threw eggs
atthem(but they were fresh boiled and not of the unsavory character)
whichwerecaught and readily eaten bythem,just asthoughthey were
really hungry missionaries in a foreign land and were thankful for
small favors. After this experience the bishop declared that he was
ready for his mission, that he felt sofe in going, for he did not
think any class of people would receive him and his singing much
worse, and Samuel said none but a Mormon elder could patiently
submit to such treatment.
Beforetheparty broke up the two missionaries addressed those
assembled,thankingthemfor their presence and assuringthemof
their appreciation of the respect shown.
theaffairwas engineered by the jolly hostess and entertainer,
Mrs.NellieParkinson, and was a success throughout, one long to be
remembered by all who participated.'.
The missionaries departed. Theywerenot as successful In their
calling as their diligence andfaithdeserved, but the seeds of truth are
hard sown.Nelliehad her hands full managing the family and keeping an
eye on the store at home.
As William'sthreemonths mission to Oregon drew to a close he
and his brother Samuel anticipated having their wives, Nellie and Polly,
come out to meetthemand enjoy a boat trip to San Francisco on the way
on their way. RayaccompaniedNellie.The other children stayed with

Nellie, Polly and Ray arrived safely In Portland andaftersight
taken from a newspaper clipping found among Nellie's personal
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seeing for a day She Parkinsons all left by boat for San Francisco, A
rarely preserved letter written by Nellie is about this trip.1
San Francisco, California
March 29, 1898

We arrived here yesterday at nine a.m. all feeling well. Had a
nice time on the steamer. I was sick only about one hour and
enjoyed myself immensely other wise. Sam and Pollie were suite sick.
Papa was unable to eat two meals and X only missed one, and then I
was asleep. We found Uncle Frank and Aunt Ada wall and glad to see
us though they both look vary thin, the boys are well. Stewart
wants to know if Lillie received some flowers that he sent her.
four letter came here yesterday and was read with interest. So
glad to know you are all well. Tell Willis to be a good boy. It is
suits cold here and was very cold on the steamer. It is a good
thing Willis is not here.
11

We are going to see Mary Poole this morning Just to sail on her
andthenvisit her later if she wishes it.
3

Hay is having a nice time. We also saw Fayette Hatch. He looks
wall but is far from well we are told, though he is improving.
We want down Market Street last night, taking In the sights.
On our way from Portland we waited ten hours at Astoria, the
great canning point. We went on shore and walked over the town
which is on the side of a mountain slope as steep as the Little
I picked some flowers to send but they have been lost out of the
book I had them In. Here are some pressed shrubs from Astoria. Keep
them. We have seen no flowers here yet except In windows but we have
been only on the main street.
4

Tell Aunt Esther we are very glad to learn that she has such a
1In going through the family papers after William's death Nellie
destroyed letters written by herself.
Nellie had at first considered taking Willis on the trip.
Mary Poole was Nellie's cousin, Elvira's niece.
4

Grandma Nash had ask Nellie to bring back new types of flowers
for her garden.

nice baby girl.
Children help Grandma all that you can. Practice your music all
of you.

Give my love to all inquiring friends. Don't forget Uncle
Andrew and Aunt Veda. Good-by, mayHeaven protect you all is the
The group reached home MondayApril 11, 1898. the trip hadbeenone of
the really enjoyable excursions ofNellie'slife.
Five monthsaftertheOregon tripNellielost a son born
prematurely. She writes ofthisexperience:
Early in August, 1898, William was awayandthefolkscamefor me
to go down ontheBear River where a party of folks were going
fall. I felt no bad effects at the time but two weeks later I was
takenveryill and gave birth prematurely to a baby boy. I was
unable to secure any help as Dr. Ormsby had beenthereand thought
the matter would wait until the nextdaybut it did not. When the
child finally case I had severe hemorrages. When we did finally get
help I was nearly gone. Good,faithfulSister Hawks andDr.Ormsby
built me up again. The doctor saidthatthechild hadbeendead for
two weeks.
1

August 7, 1898William was sat apart as President of the
Pocatello Stake under the hands of Apostles Heber J. Grant and M. F.
Cowley. This calling changed the lives of the entire W. C. Parkinson
family. At the recommendation of the general authorities the Parkinson
home was sold. The mercantile business was turned over to William's
brother to manage. Whenthefamily was ready to move to Pocatello word
was sent to William that he was to leave his family in Preston for the
time being. A small house, having only four rooms was rented in Preston
and the family moved in.
.Autobiography of Ellen Nash Parkinson. 1939. unpaged
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William secured work as a salesman for Studebaker Wagons in
Pocatello. For threeyearshe made only occasional visits to Preston,
Nellie managed her family and tried to keep an eye anthestores. February
22, 1900 she had a fifth son, Frank Lane Parkinson. Withthenew baby
Nellie could not spend much time In the store but she sensed that all was
not going well and reported the same to William. William knew that the
income from the store had fallen sharply but had accounted the decline a

A newspaper article publishedMarch13, 1901 brought abrupt and
startling newstothepeople of Preston and Pocatello. Elder Seymour B.
young of the First Council of Seventies conducted the conference In the Sundayafternoonsession important business was transacted
in the reorganization of the Stake Presidency.
Apostles John HenrySmithand Matthias f. Cowleywere ejected
to nave been present to attend tothis,outwereprevented through
sickness. Elder S. B. Young was delegated to attend to this business
in their absence.
Elder William C. Parkinson was honorably released from the
position of president oftheStake.

Many expressions of regret have been heard in regard to Elder
Parkinson being removed from his position IntheStake, but the
prayers of the Saints are thattheblessings of the Lord may
future. the people generally had learned to love him.
11

William had not been consulted or informed oftheintended
change. His feelings atthetime of Brother Young's announcement may
well be imagined. William was suffering from sight boils ontheback of
his neck atthetime, and surelyfeltthepersecutions of Jobwereupon
him. He typically said nothing beyond what was required of him to say,
t h ePocatello newspaper from which this clipping was taken is
not known. It was found among Nellie's personal papers.
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and soonafterthemeeting settledhisaffairsin Pocatello and returned
to Preston.
whenNelliewas told ofthehappenings she was determined to find
the causa. She insisted on going to Brother Young and asking for an
explanation. William refused to let her. He said that he had not asked
to he placed in the position of Stake president and he would not ask why
he had been released. He himself could offer no satisfactory reason.
For twenty years. a full explanation was never made., perhaps because
William had not ask for it. Onedaywhile talking to Brother David O.
McKay, William told the story of what had happened leaving out the names
of the participants. Brother McKaysaidthatsuch a thing could not
happen in. zion. William then told BrotherMcKaythatsuch a thing had
happened and that he wastheman removed. Brother McKayasked for some
time to investigatethematter.
Later William was told that due to illness BrotherYounghad been
called at the last minuteto take the responsibility ofthePocatello
Conference. he had been instructed simply to release W. C. Parkinson and
sustain W. A. Hyde. he had not been awarethata full discussion of the
change had not taken place among those involved. William had also been
unaware atthetime oftheplans in store for him in the new Hyrum Stake.
The authorities had thought that because William had a family of young
girls, and because Pocatello at that time was not necessarily a community
in which young ladles could best be raised, it would be better for
William to settle elsewhere.
When William returned from the three years in Pocatello to his
business, he found things in a statebordering bankrupcy. Thousands of
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dollars worth of goods had been foolishly ordered. Mismanagement had
runthestore deeply intodebt. The goods, in so far as they could be.
were returned to the wholesaler or manufacturer, and the remaining debts

wondered where and how to begin again.

CHAPTER IV
HYRUM, UTAH

William's release from the Pocatello Stake Presidency came on
March 13, 1901. A letter, dated April 25, 1901 asked William to appear
at a Logan Stake Conference on April 28th. Logan Stake was to be
divided into three stakes. William C. Parkinson was called to preside
overthenew Hyrum Stake.
Againthepeople of Preston bade farewell to the Parkinsons with
gifts, farewell parties, and words of kindness.Nelliedid not want
to Hyrum. William would not consenttothis.

when instructions to movethefamily to Hyrum arrived, Irene and
Willis were quarantined with diptheria but as soon as the Quarantine was

liftedthemove to Hyrum was made. the Parkinson family ranted a house
acrossthestreet fromthefirst ward chapel. The house was a poor choice.
The partitionswereinfested with had hugs. Nellie and her daughters
were kept busy cleaning for days.
William was seldom home. The organisation ofthenew stake
consumed his time, He was also searching for a means of making a
livelihood for his two fast growing families. he now had fifteen children

and "two households to support.
Nellie writes of this period.

if

when we arrived in Hyrum the people were not glad to have us
there as so many had been sent in to preside andthepeople
were
friends and we all nearly died of homesickness. after unceasing
efforts we made the people seethatit was Just a littleharderfor
ustocomethere than forthemtohereus come, Eventuallywemade
manyfinefriends. I am sure I could notloveown sisters more than
some of the good woman there.
1

the first Hyrum Stake quarterly Conference was important to both
determined, they thought, by the success or failure oftheconference.
J. Golden Kimball and Apostle John H. Smith were the visiting General
Authorities. Brother Smithstayed at the Parkinson home. Brother
Kimball stayed at his brother's home in Logan.
A newspaper clipping reports.
Organisation of Hyrum Stake Effected Throughout
The first conference of Hyrum Stake concluded yesterdayaftera
two day's session of a religious and social feast much enjoyed by a
gathering oftheentire stake. Apostle John Henry Smith presented
the officers ofthevarious organisations of the stake as follows:
Stake Presidency
Wm. C. Parkinson. President
Geo. 0. Pitkin, First Counselor
Ingwald C Thoresen. Second Counselor
W. A. Israelsen, Stake Clark
Members oftheHigh Council
Jos. F. Wright, 0. M. Wilson. James Unsworth, L .P. Christiansen, N.
J. Nielsen, Ole H. Rose, A. A. Allen, sec., David Hurray, J. H.
Maughan, P. 0. Hansen, Andrew Soranson, Ole Olesen.
Alternates
Isaac Sorensen, Michael Johnson, R. W. Shiplen, N. J.hartvigsen,C.
C. Shaw, Geo. H. Bradshaw.
.This was written as a prefacetosomecomments ifNelliewroteon
the Hyrum Relief Society. It is found in a notebook among Nellie's
personal papers.
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High Priests Quorum
Andrew Anderson, President
W. H. Haslem, First Counselor
J. L. Jensen, Second Counselor
Chas. Baily, Supt, of SundaySchools
Wm. H. Maughan, Jr., Supt. Y.M.M.I.A.
X. P» Oldham, First Counselor.
Mary Howell was set. apart as President of the Relief Society.
Nellie writes of her firstmeetingwith this sister.
I was introduced to Mrs. Mary Howell and while chatting with her.
Bishop Wm. Maughn of Wellsvillecameup and spoke to us saying,
'Mary, you will be President oftheStake Relief Society andhereIs
your first counselor.. Wewereboth embarrassed as this was our first
meeting.
Intheafternoonthenameswereread as he had predicted and
laterwhenI asked William about it, he saidtherewas no wayBrother
Maughn couldhereknown In advance. It was at least a coincidence.
I felt very bad and rebellious about this call asI had six
President would take all my ability, but it turned out to be a real
blessing and a privilege. I dearly loved the women ontheboard and
on our visitstothewards,I mat and anon lovedthewoman of
In Hyrum, wheretherehad been but one ward, Williammadethree
wards. This was a moat beneficial move. It succeeded in getting more
people active in the Church. There wassomeopposition to this change,
but William proved himself to be amasterdiplomat in his handling of the
situation, Nellie was his consultant and advisor on whom he greatly
depended.
In 1902 the Parkinsons built a new home. Nellie describes the
house and its location.
William bought a couple of city lots from Mrs. Margaret liaison
and we built a seven roomed house on them facing north. This was at
X

Taken from a newspaper clipping found among Nellie's personal

papers.
From a paper written byNellieentitled "Reflections on Relief
Society Work."
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the foot of two hills, one east and one south. It was a corner lot
and a very lovely location.hisweremuch happier here. there
through one corner of the lot and made it convenient forthecattle.
Wild plumsgrew on either side of the ditch and acrossthestreet,
east, was a canal thatmadecheerful music night and day as it
hurried through the ravine it had eroded at the foot of the hill..
Judgedfeymodern standards this was a most inconvenient house.
the entire plumbing for the house consisted of a water tap and sink in
the kitchen. Even these were installed several yearsafterthe house was
built. On the oppositeend of the large kitchen was a coal stove with a
hot water reservoir, the preparation oftersemeals a day required miles
of walking. A table, large enough to seat sixteen or twenty comfortably,
occupied the canter of the room. Large south windowsmadethekitchen

stood in front ofthewindowsready for use or in use. the kitchen,
dining room, parlor and large bedroom made up the first floor of the
house. There were large sliding doors between the parlor and the
downstairs bedroom. when these doorswereopened a large area was
available for entertaining. Three bedroomswere built onthesecond
floor. Bedroom'swerebuilt without closets in the early 1900's.
Wardrobeswereused instead. There were, however. three large closets
in this house. Two opened off the upstairs hall and one opened off the
kitchen under the stairway.
Despiteits deficient floor plan the Parkinson home offered
warmth, love and security seldom equaled in any home.
Nellie's reminiscences continues
Willis was baptised intheLogan Temple in July when he was eight
^Autobiography of ElianNashParkinson, 1939 unpaged,
unpublished.
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years. old. He never had a convulsionafterthat,Onenight we
feared that he would when he and some of his chumswent uptothe
Second Ward and he was beaten overthehead. I feltthatfreedom
from thoseterribleconvulsions was worth any price.
By the time that we moved into our own home the girls had made
friends and the house was always any with young people and laughter
and music.
aftertheyears Mrs. Howell left the Stake, as her husband was
elected to Congress. I was sustained as Stake President of Relief
Society with Louisa Allen and Elizabeth Critchlow as counselors,
Georgina Ralph, secretary, and Rebecca C. Allen as assistant secretary.
Againthewarmest love andharmonyprevailed among us. We worked
hard for the cause oftheRelief Society In the Stake. we prepared
and outlined courses of study and visited each ward two to sixtimes
a year.
I will sayhere that when we first moved to hyrum and were so
blue SisterharrietShaw was a great comfort to me, though she was
ill and dying with cancer. She made me welcome andtoldme so many
things aboutthepeople that helped ma gat my bearings.
Soonafterher death we moved to our own homewhich was Just half
a block from Mrs. Molen's home. her mother, Mrs. Hyde, lived with
her. When I would get blue 1 would run up and see Mrs. Molen and
her mother and the saintly souls would Always five me comfort.
If anything went wrong, and it usually did when William was
away, Brother Andrew Nielson, acrossthestreet from us, was our
haven in trouble..
Nellie's life was a most active one. Shefaced eachdaywith
enthusiasm and a seat for living. the community, the Church and her
family offered a constant challenge. She says:
It seemed thattherewas always a Priesthood Hasting, Stake or
Belief Society Conference to attend and prepare for, but, we were
grateful for. and appreciative ofthevisits of the leadersof
I recall one time Apostle Talmage was staying withus and I
prepared what I thought was a nice breakfast. He said, 'have you

ever studied dietetics or domestic science?' When I told him no,
correct.. well, for days, I want on air and could not wear a hat.
Onetime J. Golden Kimballcametovisit and he was ill. I
ministered to him the best I knew how and he said, 'Sister Parkinson,
I don'tbelievethereIs another woman intheChurch who would have
had the good sense you manifested..
Bear, genial Hyrum M. Smithwas so much at home withus and
you do.. I had learned how he liked it and would have it ready in
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the rice boiler. He also always remembered the good apples we had
and the food from one time to the next.
Among Nellie's notebooks there is a nostalgically written paper
concerning the friendships end lessens in living that she had learned
from her work in the Relief Society. Having been called to the position
of first counselor in the Stake Belief Society Nellie writes, repeating
her feelings about the move to Hyrum:
I am sure the position was not of my seeking or desire, as I
came here a broken hearted woman, It was just three years before
that 1 had been celled to give up my spacious end dearly loved home
in answer to a call to the Pocatello Stake. this time it was a call
to give up my friends and people as well, and go where people, much
tried with strangers in office, did not want any more strangers.
This fact coupled with their natural reticence made it very herd for
them to assimilatous. In .Preston we had been as one large family
who shered each other's joys and sorrows, I had s i xchildren end
felt that motherhood and being the wife of the President was all I
could do. But I feared to refuse when called to the position,
As I look back, I see now that it was my salvation. Through that
office I became acquainted with, and learned the worth of the sisters.
In all our associations we have never been small or petty about
anything but always cheritable in word and deed, giving freely of
our talents with gracious generosity and goodness and humility.
Sister Howell was an unfailing comfort to me with her precious
manner and thoughtfulness. She seemed to have a gift for bringing
the best in everyone to the surface. I dearly loved her and all
other members of the Board.
Mary Owens Hill was a beautiful spirited woman and though there
was much difference in our ages, a very warm attachment grew up
between us. I think thatI loved her next to a daughter.
We had perfect harmony during the period when Sister Howell was
President and heartache when her duty called her away. She was
ideally fitted for the position and always gave sincere deference to
every member of the board. Out of the largeness of her heart she
gave freely of her time, money and self. My visits to her home to
discuss our work were an oasis in a desert. I still esteem her
friendship as one of my treasures,
When I was asked to succeed her, my heart failed. How could 1
ever measure up to the standards she had set? At last I consented to
try, with the stipulation that I should select my counselors end
help. This was agreed to and after much prayer and fasting for
guidance I selected some of the choicest women it has been my good
fortune to meet.
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Sister Louisa Alien was my choice for first counselor. She
proved herself to he a tower of strength, so wise, dependable sad
loyal and this w i t h her natural ability and willingness to work
proved her ideal for the position. 1 believe after nearly thirty
years of intimaterelationship, I know of no woman who more nearly
fills my ideal as wife, friend, officer and mother.
Sister Critchlow was the other counselor and she was Just as
loyal and faithful as it is humanily possible to be. She counted no
sacrifice too great if duty called. As our family relations
better understanding of each other's problemsthan most.
Sister Georgina Ralph was the secretary. She was faithful,
efficient, loyal and devoted. we sometimes might drift into a tiny
bit of gossip and Sister Ralph would Just give her saintly smile and
we were instantly silent. I can recall no time when I ever heard her
utter an unkind word or complaint though we all knew that she had
problemstoo.
Sister R. C. Allen was the other member of our presidency and a
more willing or energetic worker could not be found. Her loyalty and
devotion was shown in every possible manner. I sometimes think now
thatI imposed on her she was so willing and energetic.
after much discussion and praying we decided to prepare outlines
for use in all of the wards. We called in Annie C. Roueche of
Millville and Mary Owens Hill of Wellsville and under the board's
supervision they prepared some very excellent outlines for use in the
Relief Society classes of the stake.
In order to sake the price of the outlines within the reach of
each sister, I, with one other member of the board, went to Logan
and solicited adds. On later Issues we vara able to secure enough
advertising in our own stake. I think that these vara the second
outlines aver prepared for the use of the Belief Society. This,
Church.
Mrs. Roueche and Mrs. Hill were beautiful, talented, spiritual
minded women and the Hyrum Stake owes them a debt of gratitude for
their unselfish efforts.
the subjects of the outlines were the Life of Christ and the Book
of Mormon. One year we studied a primer of health which was of much
worth. There were many other subjects whichI cannot recall.
We vara always helped, advised and sustained by the Priesthood
and the Stake Presidency who were never too busy to hear our problems
grateful. It was during my time of service that we had the first
teachers' Convention ever held for teachers of the Relief Society.
after it was all arranged and planned President Parkinson took smallp o xand we were quarantined but the board carried on magnificiently
and the Convention had a most stimulating effect on Relief Society
teaching in our stake. Soon these conventions were held in other

were
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stakes.
Nellie not only helped formulatethe relief Society lessens but

she practised their instructions onherchildren. If the children erred
in their lives it was not because of their instructions or their parents

1

example.
Nellie's reflections onReliefSociety continual
One pleasant custom we Inaugurated in our Relief Society was the
celebration of each others' birthdays. we had many happy
these meetings. We included our husbands In our group. It required
Amusing incidents in plenty could be recalled, such as getting a
buggy at our house, a horse at another and aharnessat a third place
in order that we might make our calls to the far separated wards.
Henry Danielson was later hired to take us about in his good buggy.
Still later Henry Jensen or Zacharias Israelson would rent us a car
but we could onlyaffordsuch a luxury when all of us were going.
We often stopped at Sister Dowdles to have mushroomsand trout.
Once I remember the dinner and the companywereso good we could not
tear ourselves awayand we were latefor our meeting. much to the
vexation of Sister Dunn and to our embarrassment. We atoned the next
week by making a strictly business visit. on time.
after meetings in lateAugustI remember driving to Sister Davis's
and picking Chokecherries on her farm,.
We had many dear. intimate. heart~to.heart talks as we jogged
along with our poor plugs of horses ever the lovely fields and
meadowson our wayto visit the wards. We were constantly humbled by
the wonder of the fine valiant souls we found among the women who
almost all had drab.herdworking lives. they taught us many lessons
by their unselfishness and sympathy in times of sorrow and distress,
by their thrift, economy and industry. I think that Sod made us a
wonderful world to live in and the glory of it is, the beautiful
brave souls of the men and women who inhabit it.
Nellie preserved the pencil copy of one of the talks she gave at
Stake Relief Society Conference. She discarded most of her personal
compositions. Preserving them was immodest in her mind. Only excerpts
from the talk are footed here.
^Taken from a paper written by Nellie on, "reflections on Relief
Society Work.. There are, also, among Nellie's papers, printed booklets
containing copies of the outlines under discussion.
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Erasmus, the great Dutch humanist tells us that a child until
the seventh year should have little to do but playand develop the
body hut that the child should he taught politeness and obedience,
after the seventh year, earnest work must begin. The mother who
does not care for the education of her children is only half a
We know that the religious side of the child's education must not
be neglected, great attention must be paid to the development of
memory, the reservoir of knowledge.

The human mind is naturally purs when b o m , and under proper
conditions, growsin the same way. Sometimes however, the seeds of
vice and. corruption are sown in the child through the practice of sin.
and the weak .spirit of their parents.
There is always a starting point for good or bad. low you
young people, b o m of goodly parents, and surrounded by good
conditions. with an army of good man and women in the church and
school, using all the persuasive powers they possess to preserve
you in "the paths of virtue, truth and purity, you should be good.
But you still have your free agency to do good or evil. There are
numerous influences that try to persuade you to do evil. The Lord
says, that in the life which Is to come, we will all be rewarded
according to our purity and intelligence. Don't then choose that
which leads to vanity and vexation of the spirit. There is no
profit in this. In a righteous life you will find greater and mors
enduring pleasure and satisfaction and the fulfillment of the promise
of eternal happiness in the world to come..
Early in September of 1904, William took a trip withhis father,
Samuel R. Parkinson to St. Louis, Missouri. Samuel was eighty years old
and wished to visit with his few living relatives who had remained in St.
Louis. These relatives had not joined the Church, and Samuel thought ha
would give them one last chance to accept the Gospel. William considered
the trip a good chance to visit withhis father, to see the newly opened
St. Louis Pair and to try to find information concerning the Lanes,
Ballie's parents by birth.

Desederius Erasmus (1469-1536) a Catholic priest and teacher,
influential intheReformation.
^Taken from a pencil copy of a talk given by Nellie at a Stake
Relief Society Conference.
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While in St,LouisWilliam tried every W a y could think of to
trace Nellie's parents. His efforts were of no avail. He did find
Virginia Lane's grave In the Belefontaine Cemetery and the dateand cause
of her death. He found that Nellie's adoption papers had been recorded.
No one. of whom he inquired, could tell him the present whereabouts of
Alonzo lane and his son.
Nellie's sixth son and eleventh child,BartlettRoss, was born
December 10, 1903. William made a notation of these facts in a letter to
his father Samuel Rose Parkinson, S. R. Parkinson had regretted "poor
William's lack of sons" when Nellie had had her fifth girl.
Nellie had performed all the duties of a wife and mother. She
had beenfaithfulin her service to the Church butaftersixteen years
she had not overcome the trial of polygamy. She had learned to exist in
spiteof it. The physically handicapped learn to use new muscles and to
meet the problemsof life despitetheiraffliction.Theafflictionfor
Nellie was not alleviated but accepted as inevitable. For years she had
expended her energy in fighting circumstances and each new problem
encountered but she had found no real solution to the situation, only
heartache and oceans of tears. Now she began to expend her energies in
getting as much out of life as shecouldput into it despiteher heavy
heart. She began to believe that a tiling need hurt you only so much as
you are willing to let it.
Isaac and Elvira were frequent visiters at Hyrum and scarcely a
week passed that some of the family did not drive to Franklin, while the
Parkinsons lived in Preston, Isaac had come each year on a spring visit
and put in Nellie's garden. Isaac was am excellent gardner and loved to

dothisforNellie.

75 movedtotheirownhomeIn
When the Parkinsons

Hyrum, Isaac againhelpedNelliewiththegardening until his falling
health prevented It.
the Parkinson.. were- always leaking about far acceptable gifts
fartheNashes. Elvira's diary records again and again gratitude for the
many gifts William andNelliegave them, the gifts included a new parlor
stove, a spring-filled mattress, {after decades of straw ticks) a new
rug, the house papered and painted, and electric lights installed.
Grandma and GrandpaNashwereincluded in all the W. C. Parkinson family
plans. On the other hand,whentherewas sickness Elvira dropped her
daily routine andcametoNellie's assistance. The children loved

Lillian,Elva,Irons and lay, all attended B.Y.C. at Lagan. Far
a number of years the family maintained roomsin Logan where those going
to school or visiting in Logan over night could stay.
In March 1904, while in Logan studying nursing, Lillian contracted
typhoid. she was quarantined to her room. A nurse was hired and proved
excellent. the worry forNellieand lonesomeness far Lillian could not
be helped.
During this same period, three months o

l

d

came down with

whooping cough,Elviraas usual came to help. she was called back home
Isaac was able to travel he was brought to Hyrum for convalescence.
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cancer of the colon and that little could he dome for him.
In 1906 while William was up for reelection as County Treasurer
an unpleasant sequence of events followed a. most innocent act. William
and his counselor, A. K. Israelson, were visiting at Ht. Sterling the
Sundaybefore elections. The bishop of the ward was to act as a judge of
the coming election, mile eating dinner at Bishop Murray's home,
William and Brother Israelson were given what they thought were sample
ballets to study. The next day. an reexamining the ballot, WllHaa
discovered that the ballot he had was an official ens. Brother Murrmy
Logan in order to find someone who was going to Mt. Sterling. He found
Richard Baxter and gave him the ballot, instructing him tokindlyreturn
it to Bishop Murray. Brother Baxter thought that William's possession of
the ballot should be investigated. He went to party headquarters. There
a Tribune reporter overheard Baxter's inquiries and there followed needless accusations against William in the papers. The case was brought to
trial and dismissed for "lack of malicious intent...

Facing public slander was a new and not- very pleasant experience
for the Parkinsons but the family drew closer together in protective

soft answer turneth awaywrath.. was practiced by William andNellie.The
children tried to follow suite.
GrandfatherNashwas seriously ill at this time and Nellie
divided her time between Franklin and Hyrum. During times of trial
William always leaned heavily upon Nellie's advice and comfort,

she
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by real trouble her loyalty and support were granite.
William and Nellie were sincere, Interesting public speakers.
They put themselves wholeheartedly Into what they said without being
dramatic. William's humility and sincerity did give him good "liberty..
as he termed it. Nellie read constantly and was well informed for her
position in life. she was especially fond of periodicals though few
books that came her w a ywant unread. she was often teased about reading
while nursing her babies. Sometimes the reading would outlast the
nursing. The baby would have its sleep and awaken to nurse again before
Nellie would Ray her book aside.
The official church positions held by William and Nellie required
their attendance at special functions. Nellie was a sympathetic mixer and
good listener and so always welcome. These special functions included
weddings. Hyrum Stake reunions. ward, reunions, and a "Republican Jubilee"
a t Dignon's Hew Dancing Academy in Ogden in honor of the newly elected
city officials. William was given the responsibility and official
position of arranging county participation in the StatePair of September
29, 1913. he rode horseback with the officials in the grand opening.
Nellie had a. seat on the judges stand.
the growing young statehad promoters of every type. William and
Nellie were constantly Importuned for an interest and investment in new
projects. An example of these appeals was a latter dated June 15,
1905. which was an Invitation to a meeting for those interested in

purchased, and colonised if possible. William and Nellie were expected
to be enthusiastic supporters for any local improvements. William bought
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and deeded to the railroad land for a depot. he thus induced the company
to build a. spur to Hyrum. William, not alwayswithNellie's approval,
was a ready co-signer to any venture entered upon by his own brothers
and their families. Sometimesthiswillingness left William to pay the
creditor. William bought shares in awelldigging machine in the
Shoshone Power Company. In the Fleur de Lis mining stock; intheMexican
Rubber Company, etc., etc. If any oftheseventures ever brought a
fortunethefamily is not aware of It.
Nellie had learned to guard her tongue while a bishop's wife in
Preston, As wife ofthePresident oftheHyrum Stake,shewas charged
withthesame responsibility. she often achedwithherinability to
rightthewrongs of which she know but of which she could not divulge
her knowledge. she resorted to sanding gifts of food or clothing to

People of all agescametoNellieto enjoy her cheerful outlook
and sympathetic ear. she would have a pises of cake. pie, bread or
clothing for Mrs. Holtsaftershefinished doingthefamily wash. Old
Brother Gregorson always stepped in at the Parkinson's on hiswayback
from town before he climbed the hill to his home.Nellieusually offered
him a cool glass of buttermilk orsomedelicacy which he enjoyed as
and cans. The shoemaker across the ravine often received a loafofnew
bread or a gallon of milk. the widow's young teen-ager was given a now
party dress for an important ward party. Sometimes, however, even
kindness back-fires. This particular young lady took opportunity at the
party, while all decked out in her new finery, to ridicule Nellie's girl.

Ray, in her older sister's
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A bushel of Parkinson's apples or potatoes was often found on the
doorstep of the homeof someone who had applied forhelpfrom the Bishop's
No one was ever turnedawayfrom Nellie'shomehungry or

Family papers contain personal letters, many of them "thank you"
letters, from President Erastus Snow, Wilford Woodruff, Heber J. Grant,
B. F, Roberts, Joseph F. Smith, Charles W. Penrose, J. Golden Kimball
and many others.
March 30, 1907Nellie's twelfth child and sixth daughter was
born. she was the apple of Nellie's eye and the pet of the family, and

after sixboys.
August9,1907IsaacBartlettNashdied. The suffering's he had
for three years with cancer were at last ended. He had suffered
this trial with the same valiant fortitude with which he had faced his
entire life. The deep respect of the family and community for him was
shown in many ways.Isaac'slifehadbeen an example for all who
him. Is was one of the most stalwart of Latter-daySaints.
His children wroteof him:
Physically, he knew no fear. He was impetuous and spokequick! ,
but he was as forgiving as a child. Few fathers have been more
deeply loved and respected. In his trade as a blacksmith, he
exhibited great skill. He was devoted to his family, as well as the
community at large, and was successful in providing for many
wholesome amusement and pleasure for both young and old.
1

Nellie, especially, had lost a friend, a counselor and a father.
During the next six years Elvira spent weeks at a time with
L i f e

of Isaac BartlettNash,arranged byhisgrandchildren.
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Nellie but she retained her own home and independence in Franklin.
The Parkinson girls were becoming young woman and seeking out
homes of their own. Lillian had taught school in 1908 at Whitney.
when Elva finished school, 1905, she and Lillian accepted a teaching
assignment in Brigham City, Utah. Elvira stayed with the girls in
Brigham City a part of the winter to keep them and herself company now
that Isaac was gone. Sere Elva mat Alfred L. Kelly who became her
husband September 13, 1910.
the problemsof courtship and marriage now kept Nellie in a
stateof concern. On November 4, 1909, Ray, the youngest of the first
four girls, married Ralph Dewey Smuin. Ralph was the son of Bishop
George Smuin of Ogden and had been living with his married sister and
her family in Hyrum while he was attending B.Y.C. in Logan. He was a
handsome, high minded and intelligent young man with a lovely tenor
voice. Nellie and William thought very highly of him.
Before R a yand Ralph were married, Ralph had received a call to

and Parkinsons until time for Ralph's departure. Than Ray returned home
to stay the duration of the mission.
On December 22, 1909 Irene, the third daughter, was married to
I. Eugene Thoresen, son of William's counselor in the Stake Presidency.
they moved to Salt Lake City to begin married life.
Nellie writes that when she returned from Irene's marriage in
the Salt Lake Temple, December 22, 1909:
I found Bartlett ill with scarlet fever and I was told not to go
into the house as my brother Andrew's wife, Oveda, was dead of
tuberculosis. I felt I could do the dead no good and might care for
my sick boy. Dr. Eliasen had quarantined William, Ray, Bart and Eda
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la one ream. Ma received permission to nave William released to go
to Oveda's funeral, I had Ray and Eds fumigated out and Bart and 1
settled for a siege, out I had no idea how had It would be.
In about a week Irene came home ill and she had scarlet fever
too, so she Joined us. When she was better we had the sewing
machine put in the room and did lots of sewing. after three weeks
she was released and went home to Salt Lake.
Bart was pretty sick but finally was well enough to be dressed.
The skin was peeling from his body when from some unknown reason he
again sickened and broke out with scarlet fever all over again and
then he was sick in very deed. It looked as though no human power
could save him, He would sing in a most unearthly and beautiful
voice, 'Sing He to Sleep. and one other song which I can't remember.
It would seem that his blood must boll with the high temperature.
William could not be home all of the time and it was a terrible
experience for me and the children. One night when I felt that the
end was near, I had Lillian call up some of the brethren to administer
to Bart bat they were all afraid, so at last, Lillian called Lewis
T. Miller whose own children had the disease. He broke quarantine
and came up a back street, his wife with him. she said, »I know you
will be glad Just to see a woman,. Brother Miller administered to
Bart and from that minutehe began to recover, I have always thought
everything good of Brother and Sister Miller.
We were Quarantined in that one room for over seven weeks and
Bart and I both felt that Sod had been good when he let us both come
out all well. Mono of the others in the house had contracted the
disease.
Willis, the oldest son, had been nursed through many childhood
Illnesses. The Climaxcame In 1907 when he was thrown from a horse and
partially scalped as his head hit the sharp edge of a rock. The cut
circled his head like a crown leaving the scalp attached only at the
forehead. The detached scalp fell forward over the boy's face
momentarily blinding him. Brother Nielson, working in his b a m near by,
heard the cry for help and ran to the staggering boy and helped. The
shock to Nellie and the family was what would be expected,

Dr. Eliason

was called. Be placed sheets on the dining room table to serve as an
operating table and the wound was soon closed.

It healed without

biography of Ellen Sash Parkinson, 1939, unpaged.

Incident. The accident seemed to endtheyears of physical illness and
convulsionswithwhich Nellie had been handicapped.
In 1913,Nelliewas called to her mother's home.Elvirawas on
her death bed. During the few monthsthatElvira was ill,Nelliewas
almost constantly with her. BecauseElvirawished to remain in
Franklin andNelliehad to travel hack and forthtoherown family,
Elvira. was moved to Martha's home and remainedthereuntil her kindly,
long-suffering soul left its tired body. Few woman had faced life with
less personal complaint. Elvira had spent her lift in the service of
others, a woman who never willingly wronged another.
the following isNellie'stributetohermother:

I see her in my minds tell, dignified, gentle, gracious: Ever
thinking of the comfort of others; her lustrous, dark brown eves,
dark hair, ever neatly arranged. she had great spirituality and
sought ever forthebest In people and things. she very nearly
fulfilled the Divine injection. 'Love thy neighbor as thyself.'
Thoughshemademany sacrifices for the Gospel's sake,shewas never
heard to complain.
she was a great lover of peace and would endure almost anything
to insureharmonyand unity. she was a poetess of merit and wrote
Though physically unable to become a mother, her generous heart
took four orphaned children [Including Andrew though he was not
orphaned] to raise, lavishing onthemmorethema mother's love and
Withallthegreat love thatshebore her husbandshegenerously
shared his lovingcarewith another good woman, and her love for the
children ofthatunion was only exceeded by that of the real mother.
Her devotion to her aged mother and invalid sister during the
many years of their lives was unparalleled as was her devotiontoher
husband during his long illness, and her grief overhispassing was
only endured until she rejoined him.
she served dutifully as President of the Primary of Franklin,
from the time it was first organised for about twenty years, and a
like period as secretary oftheRelief Society.
To her own childshewas most devoted andmadeany sacrifice far
the child's comfort and happiness, her grandchildren adoredherand
cherishhermemory. her son-in-law lovedherverydevotedly as did
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the children if my father.
Her favoritemotto was, A soft answer turnethawaywrath.'
The Prophet Lemuel many hundreds of years ago must have seen her
'Who can find a virtuous woman? For her price is far above

rubies. The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her.
Shewill do
good and not evil all the days of her life. she
seeketh wool and flaxand worketh willingly withherhands.
she riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her
household.
she stretcheth out her hands to the poor.the.shealso reacheth
forth herhandto the needy.
elders of Israel.
Strength and honor are her clothing. andshesmall rejoice In
time to come. she openeth her month with wisdom end in her tongue
is the law of kindness. she looketh well to the ways of her household and eateth not the bread of idleness. her children shall arise
up and call her blessed! her husband also, and he praiseth her.
Let her own works praise her in the gates.'
Proverbs, Chapter 31, verses 10-29.
Mother was a
mixture of nobility and humility.
1

Nellie's own growth of character had been guided by her mother's
example. Nellie was not as docile and long suffering by nature as her
mother had been but won the battle of self-control through continuous
trying. Nellie was an intelligent mother and community leader. she
saw and tried to correct wrongs. Elvira had done quietly what she
could to help those about her butshehad not been a public figure.
Nellie was a leader. she felt constantly held back by the concept that
a lady must not take part in public reforms, that a Mormon mother must
confine herself to her home and church, thatshemust subdue her feelings
and actions to conform with those of her husband, Nellie's dynamic
A tributewritten byNellie,occasion and datenot recorded,
found among Nellie's personal papers.
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nature and the acceptable behavior of the time. were often In opposition
to each other.
During these years from 1901 to 1919, William supported his
large family (seventeen children andthewives,sixchildren had died)
by various endeavors. Forthemost part, he bought and sold grain, hogs
and cattle, this business necessitated his absence from home almost
constantly. when he was home, his time was involved in caring for the
business of the Stake.
Nellie was left to resolve most family problemsrequiring
immediate attention. she was helped in sickness and accident during the
years in Hyrum by Dr. Eliason.Nellieherself would have liked to have
been a doctor. she is reported to have once unflinchingly held a man's
badly injured leg while the doctor performed an amputetion using only

By the end of 1910 all the girls except Lillian,theoldest,

unable to have children of her own, adopted four,
Ray hadthefirst granddaughter, August 1, 1910, In Nellie's
home, the baby was born while Ray's husband wasawayon a mission In
England. Following the birth Ray had a severely gathered breast that
required a serious operation. this was performed inthehome.
for Elva and Alf's wedding supper.

In October, 1910, Irene gave birth to a baby girl in Salt Lake
City. Shortlyafterwardshecamewiththenew baby and mother and child
stayed in Hyrum for almost eight months.

si

Nellie had completed her own days of child bearing just in time
to help with the grandchildren. The two baby granddaughters organised
themselves to prevent adult sleep In the Parkinson household.

One awoke

at five in the morning ana the other refused to retire before midnight.

returned from his mission and the Smuins set up housekeeping in Ogden.
Irene returned to her husband in Salt lake City.
Four more grandchildren arrived in the next five years. two
daughters to R a yand two boys to Irene. Nellie helped at most of the
confinements, Nellie's daughters and their children spent most of their
summers and the winter holidays In Hyrum. the grandchildren g r e w up at
Grandmother's in an atmosphere of pastoral delight.
As the years passed William's hearing grew gradually worse,
much to his annoyance. The years of public service and the financial
stress involved in the support of such a large family began to take
their tell. frank, Bartlett, and Ida. were the only children still
living at home. Frank had spent some time away working in Nevada.
Lillian had been working at Z.C.M.I, in Salt Lake City for a number of
years. R a yand Ralph lived in Ogden. Irene and Eugene were In, Salt
lake and Elva and Alf in Overton, Nevada. Alf later became superintendent
of schools there. The Hyrum house was large and lacking in modern
accommodations. The large lot was almost impossible for Nellie and the
boys to keep up. The stream of company never ceased and Nellie still
loved having them, but the doing for them was beyond the strength of one
woman. With the years, Nellie had become somewhat fleshy and the
energetic, quick, "jovial" hostess had become a sedatematron, but with a

never falling sense of humor.
In 1920, William asked the General Authorities if he might
he was, he realised he must find a slower pass. Nellie Joined William

knowledge of the impending release brought many demonstrations of
leva and admiration from the community. In 1901Nellieand William had
come to Hyrum at the call of authority, they had resolved to make the
people love and respect them, nineteen years of their lives had been
given to the leadership ofthetown. Their family had growntomaturity
in Hyrum. Many timestheyhad longed to return to the friends and

herstheystayed. Their personal growth, in character had been their
reward, from enthusiastic doers William andNelliehad grown into
Judicious experienced counselors.
Nellie says, "Now for the first time inthirty-fiveyears we
1

moved when andw h e r ewedesired..
after being feted and honored, the Parkinsons moved to 1531
Downington Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah. Here forthefirst time in
forty-two years of marriage,Nelliemade her home in a Modern. house

had borne twelve children, burled four and raised eight to maturity
without any of these conveniences.
William was almost sixty five.Nelliewas fifty-seven. There
were still goodyearsahead.

salt Lake City
Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be,
the last of life, for which the first was made;
Our times are in his hand
Who saith. 'A whole I planned,
Youth showsbut_half; trust God: see all,
Nor beofaraid;'1
Leaving Hyrum was not quiteashardforNellieas leaving Preston
had been. The passage of the years had brought a measure of resignation.
The Parkinson family was soon settled in Salt lake City with a happy
anticipation for the future. The married childrenwereliving close by

for

the

W.

C. Parkinson

clan.

William enjoyed release from the pressures of Church leadership
butafterso many years in theharnesshe felt strangely discontent with
his freedom, lisimmediateneed was to find employment. This was net
an easy task at sixty-five. Often those -whom you have helped over the
years do not, or cannot, help you in return. after months of trying,
William found employment in the StateHighwayDepartment at the Utah
StateCapitol.
Nellie continued to keep her home open to visitors, family and
friends, with the same warm hospitality thatshehad always offered.
lobert Browntnil. label Sen Mrs.

Lillian lived at home now. For a time Frank also came home. Eda was in
junior high school and bartlett was In high school.

Irene lived in the

city. Ray was a frequent visitor from Ogden, and Elva and Willis came
h o m eseveral times a year.

July 14, 1925, frank married Zada Justin in Pocatello.
Candy Company. His fun loving disposition and his candy filled pockets
made him the favoriteuncle with the grandchildren. July a t , 1926,
Willis married Rose Tierman in Las Angelas where they continued to live.
Bartlett was determined to become a lawyer. after graduating from the
university of Utah and teaching for a year in Idaho, he attended

finance him in his ambition, Bartlett's dreamsbecame a reality and
entire family lean upon his advice. He married Samanthavon Elm,
September 1, 1934.
Daring the l920's -sheParkinson family finances tightened and a
family council was called, BothLulu's and Nellie's children attended
the meeting, the situation was explained and each child resolved

William had always given bothwives the same allowance. Nellie
had bornetwelve children and Lulu ten. Nellie had lost four children by
death; Lulu had lost two. All Nellie's life she had managed to save
something of the little she was allowed. she never entirely emptied her
lamp. Her forethought, planning, and savings were many times appreciated
by her husband and children. she always had something in reserve.

they
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they did as he said. William never scolded in anger. He gave a child a
"talking to" butthehurtcamefor the child's regret not from his
father's words. William, the children respected andthenloved; Nellie,
they loved and then respected. William was seldom heard to criticise,
Nellie could be definitely critical of an oppressor. William was
tolerant and forgiving of mankind, Nellie sometimes found it difficult
December 12. 1928 was William and Nellie's Golden Wedding
Anniversary. The family and their many friends gavethema wonderful
reception. The day was repletewithjoy. Telegramsand letters of

The entire family felt the occasion to be a pinnacle in their own lives
as well as in the lives of their parents.
thedayfollowing the happyaffair,Nellie,in talking

Capitol. He had kept the information to himself in orderthatnothing
should spoil the Golden Wedding Dayfor Nellie.
Duringthefollowing year William settled all of hisaffairsand
sold the remaining bitsof propertythathe held in Cache Valley,
November 14,1 9 2 9he was at Lulu's In Logan when he became ill.
Sensing something was seriously wrong and wanting to be home he took
suffered a partial stroke. A second stroke followed the first. William
died November 18, 1929, at the age of seventy-four. Both families were
called to his bedside before he died.

to

Nellie writes of this death, "Only those whohaveexperienced it
can realise the utter desolation one feels when one loses a loved
companionafterso many years.
William was a man among men. His life deserves a story of its
own. The great love his children hear him is only outweighed by their
respect and admiration.Duringher research the writer failed to find a
word of disrespect about William Chandler Parkinson.
Nellie's children rallied around herafterWilliam's death. she
was taken on many interesting trips. Ones,shewent as far East as
Cleveland to see a granddaughter, butshedid net have the opportunity
of visiting St. Louis during her adult life. she never saw her own
mother's grave.
Through the yearsNelliecontinued to writeto any person named
lane, whose name and address she could obtain, in thehopesof finding
her people. Hereffortwere fruitless.
Lillian and Nellie were left alone In the house on Downington.

would not have the care of the furnace and lot. In July of 1838, they
did this. Theymoved first to the Hillcrest apartments and then in 1938
to the Belvedere Apartmemts.
Even in this small apartmentNelliekept "open house." her days
were spent in receiving friends and family. she offered a listening ear
and kindly helpful advice to all.

m

When her health would permit and often when she was not well
Nellie went to the homes of he. daughters to help them with their
growing families. A visit from grandma was always a highlight in the
lives of the grandchildren. the philosophy of life that Nellie had
gained was shared with her family. Her words and advice were highly

Nellie's influence extended beyond her family to her legion of
friends,

very often some tangled web of life was unexpectedly

straightened by the right word to the right person at the right time.
One could almost s a ythat at times Nellie played "God," but a most kind
and loving "God," never a meddling one. Often in life's situations we
suffer from the lack of a word of explanation to the right person, an
explanation that pride will not let us make. Nellie in her understanding

Every member of the family and many friends were remembered by
Nellie and Lillian on their birthdays and at Christmas. The gifts were
not expensive out. were well chosen and appropriate.

The personal

sacrifices required to remember so many were never a consideration of
either of them.
Nellie could understand and entertain a child of three or a
patriarch of four score and did so almost dally in -the stream of constant
visitors to her home. Nellie had the confidence and love of every teenager in the family.
The sincere love and respect in which the family held William was
somewhat different from the boundless love they had for Nellie. The
children never argued with their father. When he made a request of them.

letters are held as prized possessions by her descendants. she saw
thirteen grandchildren and twelve great grandchildren added to

theafternoonof February 11. 1949.Nellieand Lillian prepared
to go to a Daughters oftheUtah Pioneers' function that was being held
in the Lion House. Whileshewasdressing Lillian fastened a strand of
gold and lavender beads abouthermother's neck. Nellie remarked, "I
have some lovely things for an old lady."

intersection between the Belvedere Apartments and the Lion House
Lillian's hat blew off. she heldhermother's arm until they reached
the sidewalk and thenshewent back to retrieve her hat.Nelliechilled
as she stood waiting. they continued to the Lion House butwhenthey
11

climbed the stepsNelliesaid softly, "Wait a moment. I am so tired.

they waited then took the steps slowly. As they entered the door, ana
of the women offered to takeNellie'scoat and find her a seat. Nellie
said, "I believe I'll keep my coat for a moment until Iamwarmer."
Lillian stood by her side looking over the assembled group. Nellie
leaned on the door frame and slowly slid to the floor. Lillian, with
doctor. who was having lunch inthebasement of the Lion House was
called. Nellie's long wait to rejoin William was over.
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ABSTRACT

Nellie Nash, born Ellen Lane, February 15, 1863, at St. Louis,
Missouri, was adapted at fifteen months of age by Isaac Bartlett Nash
and his wife, Hester Elvira Poole Nash. Ellen's mother had died of
spotted fever. Her father, Charles Alonzo Lane, agreed to the adaption
with the understanding that he was always to see and help provide for the
child.
I. B. Nash's southern sympathies during the Civil her lad to his
arrest and imprisonment. A British subject, he secured his release
through tea Intervention of tea British Consul, while Alortso Lane was an
a trip to visit his people to Ohio, tea Nashes left it, Louis to return
to Deseret. They pioneered in Franklin, Idaho.
Nellie grew to womanhood in tela small Mormon community. On
December 12, 1878, Nellie married William Chandler Parkinson. She was
not quitesixteen. He was twenty-three. Nellie attended school at the
Brigham young College and taught school while William fulfilled a mission
in England,
after William's return tea young couple "proved up" an 300 acres
of land. Theybecame estiva leaders in the church and community.
Nellie's first child died at birth. the second child was b a m
just before William was called to preside as bishop aver tea Preston Ward.
Preston was termed "Poverty Flat. in 1.84. William lad tea
people in getting water onto the land. He established a mercantile
I

3
business. Nellie worked at his side. She fed the ditch diggers, watered
the tithing cattle from a sixty foot well, clerked in the store, worked
in the Relief Society, entertained Church Authorities, boarded students
attending the Oneida. Academy and cared for her family.
During the polygamy persecutions of 1887 William married Louise
Benson as a second wife. Nellie was not ready to accept polygamy though
her parents and William's had lived happily in it. Years of unhappiness
followed for Nellie. She ultimately took refuge In the philosophy that
a thing can hurt you only as much as you will let It.
She bore William three more daughters and five sons. They buried
three of the sons. The community and business grew and the Parkinsons
were on their w a y to substantial wealth.
In 1898 William was called to the presidency of the Pocatello
Stake. Nellie's lovely new home was sold. The mercantile business was
put under the management of William's brother. Then William was told to
leave his family in Preston where a small house was rented for them.
March 13, 1981, William was released from the Pocatello Stake presidency.
Returning to Preston he found his business hopelessly in debt. The
business was sold to p a ythe debts. Without a home, business, or church
position, the Parkinsons faced the future.
On April 28, 1901, William was called to preside over the new
Hyrum Stake. Nellie's family was moved to Hyrum. A new home was built
and the Parkinsons again became leaders in community and Church activities.
They learned to love the people of the Hyrum Stake.
Nellie bore twelve children, s i xgirls and s i xboys. Five of her
family grew to adulthood, and married in Hyrum.

Grandchildren were born

there. William began to losehis hearing, and in 1920 asked far a

The family moved to Salt Lake City. There Nellie and William
celebrated their Golden Wedding in 1928. A year later William died,
from 1929 to her death In 1949,Nelliewasthematriarch of her family.
Her kindness, understanding and advice made herthefriend of young and
aid. Her years of Church activity and her experiences in raising a
family had developed in her a personality and knowledge admired by
family and friends. her death from heart failure came February 11, 1949.

Man House.
Nellie laved and was loved by all who knew her. Her ^cherity.
even naw envelops, warms and guides her children andherchildren^
children. Through her love shehoped to bring them, everyone, into the
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